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FOREVVORD
As an Introductory Language teacher in the junior high
school grades at ~ublic School Number 42, Indianapolis, Indiana,
the writer has, for many years in connection with her foreign
language work, had the privilege of helping 8A pupils decide
which language should be taken in the 9th grade classes. These
classes are located in the senior high school building.
Just what constitutes the most advantageous choice, from
a foreign language teacher's viewpoint, has been a real problem.
To determine whether Latin should be taken always prior
to the study of ~rench or Spanish was the purpose of this study.
The writer wishes to express her appreciation to
Dr. A. B. Carlile who gave so generously of his time while spon-
soring this study. She is indebted to Mr. R. A. Lane, principal
of Crispus AttuckB High School, for his assistance in arranging
for free use of all records. To the language teachers of Crispus
Attucks High School the writer desires to extend her thanks for
the very able cooperation they gave in administering the vocab-
ulary tests to their classes.
Indianapolis, 1941
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'l'1m TRANSFER OF TRAINING FROM LA'l'IN
TO PRENCH AND SPANISH
CHl:.PTi:::H I
IN'I'RODUC'l'ION
Proponents of Latin, as a subject in the curriculum
of secondary schools, have included amorig the valuable out-
comes of teachine Latin the following: that by the study of
the Larigua ge pupils would experience growth in the mastery
of French and Spanish;l that apart from a speaking knowledge
of the language, it was valuable as givine; them insight into
all languages;2 that if Latin were taught thoroue;hly it wou ld
Inctl_lcatedesirable b.ab lts that wouLu function in the learning
'7
of other lancuages;O that Latin was Ylthe thumb to give a e;rasp
to the hand. on whlch modern languages are the fingers.lIl.l:
The opponents have either denied these claims or held that
the increments of growth attributed to the study of Latin
are indeed small, if not negligible and disproportionately
lAdvisory Co~nlttee of American Classical League,
The Classical Investigation, Part I, Chapter III, p. 52 ff.
PrlncetO'i1Universlty Press, 1924.
2n. C. J., !lIs Latin a 'I'ool?!!Clas8ic~1. Journal,
XXVI, (May, 1932), 566 ff.
3fT• (j" Nutting, "Merrte.LrEraininL and 'Eransfer,It
Classical Journal, XXVI (January, 1931), 296-298.
4R. C. J., op , cit., p. 569.
(1 1
2small in comparison with the time spent in the study of Latin
in or'der'to ·1' thJ a cn.i.e ve .r ern, The purpose of this study is to
investigate the relationship between Latin and French, between
Lat ..~n and Spanish, and to evaluate the assumption of many
langl .,l.1.aget achers that high sehool pupils who have had one
year or L' .'at~n tended, on the whole" because of that fact,
to 1 bco etter acaclemlclJlJorlcin F'rench and spani EJhas measured
in t eY'Yrl" ., d' '- ...•5 or marks r-ecelved, than eli pupils wno [lad not
studied T t·.ua ~n.
Problem and Method
stated more specifically, the purpose of this inves-
tinat'G lon is to find answers to the following questions:
1~ Do hiSh school pupils who nave had one year of
Latin prior to their study of French or spanish make better
marIcs in Prench or sparlish than pupils who have studied these
Sllbjects with no prior instruction in Latin?
To answer this question the mean of the combined flrst
and sec ond. semester marks of first-year French for the Latin-
Prench and non-La tin-French e;ro-upsand Ute mean of the comblned
first and second semester marks of first-year Spanish for th~
Lat-1n n~-~panish and the non-Latin-Spanish were secured and com-
In each of the four groups there were one hundred pupils.
2. Do high school pupils who have studied Latin make
hlgher sea . d i tires ln a test in French and Spanish er'vau ves than
pared.
pupils who have s tud.Led °1 t t' It'~ ~A French make in a siml ar -es ln ,a In
3and Span'Lsh, or pupils who have studied Spanish make in such a
test in Latin and French?
To answer- this questlon the mean was secured from vocab-
ulary tests of two hundred French and two hundred Spanish words
glven to 120 high school pupils taking Latin III, IV, V, VI, VII,
and VIII; vocabulary tests of two hund.r'ed Latin and two hundred
Spanish words given to 130 high school pupils taking French III,
IV, V, VI, Vllp and vIII; vocabulary tests of two hundred Latin
and two hundred French words given to 168 high school pupils tak-
ing Spanish .LIl, IV, V, VI, VII, and vTlL; and the mean intel-
ligence quotient for each class level was secured and compared.
3. Are high 8chool pupils who study Latin more intel-
ligent than non-Latin pupils?
To answer this question the mean intelligence quotients
of the Latin-~rench, the non-Latin-French, the Latin-Spanish,
and the non-Latin-Spanish groups of one hundred pupils each were
secured and compared, and the mean for the combined first and
second semester marks in geometry and history of the same groups
of one hundred pupils each were secured and compared.
4. Which has the higher relationship to achievement in
rrench and in Spanish, grades in Latln or intelligence quotlentsY
To answer this question the correlations between first-
year Latin marks and first-year French marks of the La.tin-French
groups of one hundred puplls and Detween the first-year Latin
marks and first-year Spanish marks of the Latin-Spanlsh group
of one hundred pupils were found; the correlatlons between the
l
-------
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intelligence quotients and the marks of these same groups in
first-year F'rench and First-year Spanish were found.
Source of Materials
fli'arksin achievement were taken from the permanent r'ec+
ord cards of pupils attending Crispus At t.ucks High School,
Indtanapolis, Indiana. The intelligence quotients were taken
from the Junior High School 9B Guidance cards that are filed
at Crispu8 Attucks High School and from Crispu8 Attucks' supple-
mentary lists. In both cases the Penman-Nelson Test of Mental
Ability: Form A or the otis Self Administering Test of Mental
Ablli ty: Form A had been used.5 The correIa tion between these
two tests is •9V:;, hence, they were considered compa r-abLe,
The vocabulary scores were the results of LAtin, French,
and Spanish vocabulary tests6 given to pupils attending GriSpU8
Attucks High School during the first semester of the school
year 1940-41. Each test conSisted of two hundred words. The
two hundred Latin wor-ds were derived from the vocab-ulary of the
first-year Latin books and were chosen by submitting the entire
first-year Latin vocabulary to a group of one hundred sophomore
high school pupils who had never had any foreign language. This
was to eliminate words that might be derived from English deriv-
atives. The remaining Latin words were considered root words
and these were matched by a corresponding list of French and
Spanish derivatives selected from the French and Spanish text-
books used in t be La nguage cLa.sses.
JSee Appendix I. nSee Appendix II.
5Limitations
The fairness of the sampling of the four groups was
insured by checking the distribution as to age, grade, sex,
scholarship, pupils' loads, and the various occupational clas-
sese For the purpose of investigation these six factors were
handled in varying ways. In respect to pupils' age, no pupil
was less than fourteen or more than seventeen years old; all
pupils were sophomores; in each group there were fifty boys and
fifty girls; to avoid "taking pupils of any particular scholastic
level, the selection was made at random, taking the marks from
carried four whole credit subjects; socially and economically
the alphabetical arrangemc:nt in the school's file; each pupil
the sampling included pupils from the professions, officials,
clerkS, artisans, and unskilled laborers. Wlth allowances made
for 'these six above-named factors, the sampllng conformed closely
to the characteristics of the entire student body and represents
an unusually true cross section of American life.
The marks A+, A, B, and C* used in recording the achieve-
ment of pupils at Crispus Attucks High School, have been given
the numerical values of 40, 30, '20, and 10. In averaging first
and second semester marks an A+ and an A giv8 an average of 35;
or an A and B, an average of 25; or a Band C, an average of 15.
Hence in the tabulations there are the grades 40, 35, 25, 20,
15, and 10.
ii-Note: D, the failing grade, is not recorded on the
permanent record cards.
6Defini tion 0 f Terms
The term, "Latin-French puptLs s " is used to indicate
pupils who have had one year of Latin prior to first-year French
and the same explanation applies to "Latin-Spanish pupils;" "non-
Latin-French pupils" and "non-Latin-Spanish pupils" indicatE:
that these pupils have had no Latin instructton.
SUMMARY
l\llanyjunior and senior high 8 chool pupils have be en told
that, to learn French or Spanish successfully, they must begIn
after a year's study of Latin. The problem of this study is to
answer certain significant questions concerning the validity of
Latin transfer to French ani Spanish as revealed from the study
of marks earned by four hundred sophomore high school pupils in
Latin, French, Spanish, geometry, and history for purposes of
comparisons and for various correlations to establish relation-
ships.
CHAPTER II
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS IN 'fHE FIELD
Other studies concerning the effect of studying Latin
on the attainment of French or Spanish have preceded this study.
Thomas J. Kirbyl analyzed the influence of previous Latin study
upon the mastery of first-year French by 268 students at the
State University of Iowa. He concluded ll) that the studentls
chances of success in first-year French in college are slightly
Gatin in high school, and (2) that intelligence 1s a larger fac-
I'ii
I.
i,
ii,1
I
:1
I'
II,i
increased in proportion to the number- of years he has studied
tor in earning grades ~han is the previous study of Latin. The
C)Hl11- study shows that Latin pursued in the high school has a
significant positive correlation with the success in first sem-
ester French in the University of Iowa. He found that the cor-
relatlon between intelltgence and marks tn French was very little
greater than the correlation between Latin and the marks in
French, which means, given the intelligence necessary for col-
lege entrance, Latin study is about as important a factor for
IT. J. Kirby~ "Latin As a Preparation for French,"
School and Society, XVIII ~November 10, 1923), 563-569.
')
L,J. L. Hill, "The Relation of the Amount of Latin
Pursued in High School to E3uccess in First-Semester French In
the Universlty of .lowa," p. 53 ff. A Master's dissertation,
1924. Advisory Committee of the American Classical League,
The Classical Investigation, Part I.
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8Success in French as superior intellieence. The same findings
are confirmed by Hr3ald's3 study made at the University of Iowa.
T 1~. E. Cole~ investigated the relation between the amount of
Latin prevlously studied and the records of performance in flrst-
year French and Spanish by 233 French and 105 Spanish students
at Oberlin College. He found that the student's chances of suc-
cess in first-year French and SDanish in college are slightly
increased in proportion to the number of years he has studied
Latin in school. The bearing of Latin training upon the quality
of other academic work in college was studied by C. H. Welden,
Jr.5 at Yale. He concluded that training in Latin does help a
man to do work of better quality as measured in termsof grades
received in certain specialized subjects, among which he named
French comnositlon. There waS no evidence at all of any value
in a more extended study of Latin as an intellectual discipline,
Serving to extend the scope of intellectual capacity in what-
ever field it might be applied. However, there was the possi-
bility that some change in type or method of instruction in
Latin or some change in manner of presentation of other sub-
jects might affect the relationship between the extent of a
manl s background in Latin and the quaIl ty of h1-9 work in other
31. F. Heald, "Relation between the Study of Latin in
~1gh School and First-Year college French," p, 53 rr. AMaster's
1ssertation, 1923, ibid.~
4L. E. Cole, "Latin as a. Preparation for French and
Spanish," School and society,XIX, (May 24, 1924), 618-622.
5e. H. Welden, Jr., "Training in Latin and Quality ofo( ther AcademiC viork,II Journal of Educational psychology, XXIV
October, 1933), 1+81-497.
9academic fields. N~ac :Fhail6 made an investigation to learn
if high school Latin predicted academic achievement in college
by studying the grades of freshmen in the class of 1926 at
Brown University. He compared a Latin group offering four
years of Latin on entering with a group offering no Latin. The
Latin group's academic achievement had mean score of 79 per
cent and the non-Latin group, 76 per cent. Although this 1s a
difference of 3 per cent between the mean academic per cents
for the two groupS in favor of those presenting four years of
Latin for entrance, this difference which i8 2.34 times its
probable error, is not sufficiently large to warrant definite
conclusions.
The preceding studies were made 1n colleges and univer-
sities; the following were made with h1gh school groups. Thorn-
dike7 made a study to determine the effect upon lntellectual
achievement of a year's work in various high school subjects
such as Latin, mathematics, and history. He used 8,564 hlgh
school pupils in his first study and five thousand in his sec-
ond study. High school subjects arranged as to transfer ef-
fect were:
6A. H. Mac Pha iL, "Freshman Academic Achievement in
College of Students Presenting Four Years of Latin and Those
Present lng No Latin, II School and f:3ociety, xIX (March 1, 1921_~),
261-262.
7Henry E. Garrett, Great Experiments in Psychol?gY,
pp. 127-11~6. New York: The century Co., 1930.
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1. Mathematics (includlng book-keeping and)
arithmetic) )
)
2. Ger18ral science, phYSiCS, chemistry ) Positive
) transfer
3. Latin and French )
)
4. Economic 8 )
5.
6.
7.
8.
Sewing )
)
)
)
)
)
)
Negative
transfer
Stenography
Manual training
Dramatics
Thorndike found the transfer astonishingly small and appar-
ently the gain made by a pupil dfirlng the year depended far
more upon his native ability as shown by high initial scores
on the tests (Form A and Form B tests of Selective and t-{ela-
tional ~hlnking), than upon the transfer value of a particular
study. Of Latin he concluded that its value as an aid in
learning French depends upon the identical elements in the two
languages as well as upon the similarity in general form and
syntax which they possess in common with English. Verne
Edgcumbe 8 of we st High School, Roc hester, New York made a
v o c abu Lar-y study to challenge the statement that a year's study
of Latln forms an excellent foundation for the study of French
vocabulary. He examined the vocabularies of first and second
year Latin and first year French, assuming that while the
8Verne G. Edgcumbe, IIHow Valuable to the Student of
French 1.S His Latin vocabulary?" Educational Review, LXVIII,
(June, 1924), 9 ff.
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pupil t s taking his first-year French, he is continuing his
second-year Latin. In a list of 510 French words, 280 or 47 per
cent are found which in passing from Latin to French have re-
talned enough similarity to the original Latin, so that one
trained to do so can see the relationship. Yet for 204 of the
280 words wh lch one might deduce from Latin, there is found to
exist a corresponding English word akin to the French word both
in Torm and meaning. This leaves but 76 words, or 13 per cent
of the 510, the mean'Lng of which could be derived entirely from
the Latin without aid of English. 'rhls defi nlt eLv reduces the
value of the Latin word, -- even should the pupil know it.
I"
I
Edgcurnbe concluded that it 1s far more logical to assume that
if the student is to arrive at the meaning of these words by
derivation, he will work from English--his natural medium of
expression--rather than from Latin. The fact that certain
similar wo rds can be traced back to the same Latin source may
be very entertaining and instructive but when judged from the
standpoint of actual assistance this gives the student of French,
its value 1s far more apparent than real. The Henmon9 study,
based on tests in vocabulary and sentence translation, given
to several thousand Latin and non-Latin pupils at the end of
their first year of French, shows that when the scores of Latin
and non-Latin pupils are compared without reference to the
general ability of ~he two groups the average score of Latin
9V.A•C• Henmon, "Standardized Vocabulary and Sentences
.Lests in French," Journal of Education Hesearch, III (February,
1921),81-105.
12
pupils 1s markedly higher, but that when Latin pupils are com-
pared with non-Latin pupils on the basis of equal general schol-
arehip the larger part of the superiority of the Latin pupils
disappears. The superiority remaining, though measurable, is
small, amountt ng in the vocabulary test of fifty words to .56
words for two semester Latin pupils, increasing to 2.10 words
for four semester Latin pupils. The result of the same tests
run with the same pupils at the end of their second year of
French, shows that the superiority of Latin pupils observable
at the end of the first year of French is not apparent at the
end of the second year.
The Browne10 study based on tests in vocabulary was
given to four groups of fiftv boys each at the John Adams High
School, New York city to answer the questions: (1) Does Latin,
taken as a first langu.age, help a pupil more than Spanish, taken
as a first language to acquire French vocabulary, or 1s the
reverse true? (2) Does Latin, taken as first language, help a
pupil more than French, taken as a first language, to acquire
Spanish vocabulary, or vica versa'l The median mark of those who
had French for a first language ani were taking Spanish for a
second language was 20 per cent. Those who had taken Latin for
a first language and were t.aki ng Spanish for a second achieved
a median mark of 35 per cent. This represented a difference of
15 per cent in the powers to correlate the root mearrlng of the
10Nell J. Browne, "Vocabulary Correlation between
Latin and H.ornanceL<:J~uages," High Points, XIV, (May, 1932),
70-7ll-.
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twenty given words. Those who had taken Spanish as a first
language and were taking Frenc h forase cond obtained a median
mark of 37 per cent. Those who took Latin for the first 1an-
guage and French for the second achieved a median of 55 per
cent. This represented ~he aifference of eighteen points in
favor of the Latin-French group. Peter Sammartino1l made a
study at the Townsend Harris High School, The College of the
City of New York, to measure comprehension and vocabulary in
French silent readin~ The test extended over four semesters,
sixty-four weeks. He found that the pupils who had studied
Latin did better in comprehension up to the f'ou r-th term and
after the fourth term did auout as well. In vocabulary the
difference is marked during the first term; after that they
tend to approach each other with the Latin ~~oup leading through
the four semesters. This woula indicate that Latin is a decld-
ing factor during the first part of the French course,
Edith J. Newcomb's12 study "A Comparison of Latin and
nori-Lar.tn Groups in High School" based on the scores of the
tes'ts given by the Classlcal League in over one hundred high
schools representing thirty-five states, gives these two con-
clusions:
1. 'I'heLat Ln pupils are superior on the whole to the
non-Latin group, especially in word knowledge.
11peter Sammartino, !'Improvement in Silen~ Read! ng in
French," High Points, XIV, (Febru8.ry, 1932), 13-16.
12F.dith J. Newcomb, "Comparison of Latin and Non-Latin
Groups in High School,: Teachers' College I~ecord, XXIII,
~November, 19~2), 412-422.
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2. The superiori ty , on the whole, 1s not as great as
has been supposed.
The reverse proces s--:'tomanceLanguage s , as a prepara-
t,ion for Latin--was advocated by Benjamin Franklin, who, having
learned French, Italian, and Spanish, found it far more easy to
read and comprehenu Latin. 13 Professor A. Marshall Elliott14 of
Johns Hopkins Universit,y advocated t ne soundness of proceeding
from Romance Languages to Latin when he said,
To study Latin, thererore, I would begin with French
and work on to a tolerable mastery of Italian, after
which the mother-idioms (Latin) would come almost of
itself and all three languages would be learned more
understandingly than the ancient tongue alone •..•
and time required for all three, I think, would be found
Iittle more t.rian what we now spend for Latin.
Still more recently, 1921, Lawrence Wilkins15 asserted
that Spanish and French pronunciation, inflection, and syntax
provide an ideal preparation for the study of Latin and cites
cases of application of this reverse policy in t.he Austrian
Reforrn-Realgymnaslen and in the Perse School of Cambridge,
England. These, however, were analyzed and discredited by
Wm. R. 16Price,New York Supervisor of Modern Languages in
,----~-.----
13Henry Gratton Doyle, liTheRomance Languages As an
Introduct ion to Lat in," School and Society, XXI I (June 9, 1926)
47 ff.
14A• Marshall Elliott, Methods of Teaching Modern Lan-
guages, pp. 8-9. New York: D. C. Heath and Co., 1915.
l5Lawrence A. Wilkins, "Spanish in the High Schools;
A Handbook of Methods." Chicago: Benj. H. Sandborn co,, 1921,
Chapter XVI.
16william R. Price, "Romance Languages As an Introduc-
tion to Latin," School and Sociili, XXIII, 208.-209.
15
H19h School s. These recommendations of Benjamin Franklin,
Elliott, and Wilkins are but subJective opinions but they will
serve to gi ve the 1:2!:Q and con of the crux of the problem.
SUMMARY
I I
This chapter has painted out by means of resumes of
studies, the conclusions regarding transfer of Latin to French
or Spanish, of university and college professors of languages,
high school teachers and supervisors of languages, language
test-builders, and psychologists plus the subjective opinions
of teachers, scholars, and linguists.
CHAPTER III
FINDINGS
The successive steps in the findings follow the order
of the questions set out under "Problem and Method" in Chap-
ter r. Here the first question was: Do high school pupils
who have had one year of Latin prior to their study of French
or Spanish make better marks in French or Spanish than pupils
who have studied these subjects with no prior instruction
in Latin? To answer this question the first-year French marks
of the Latin-French, non-Latin-French, and the first-year
Spanish marks of the Latin-Spanish and the non-Latin-Spanish
pupils were obtained and compared on the basis of their mean
scores. Tables 1 and 2 show the distribution of the four
hundred pupils' marks. These tables were derived from the
tabulation of raw scores from the official permanent record
cards of each individual pupil.
16
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'rABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF' M&RKS IN FIRST-YEAH FRENCH
OF' LA'I'IN-F'RENCH AND l\JON-LA'I'IN-FRENCH PUPILS
Marks Frequency of
Latin-French Pupils
Frequency of Non-
L!;"tin-French Pupils
-------------------~-----------------------.~-----36
o35
30
25
2()
15
10
31
o
28
o
5
3
o
15
6
24
11
Lj·l
Number
------------l---------.-----~-;--.--.---.--
100 ---""--_----_ .. __ ._ .._----_._. -
20.25~!!ean
Difference in Means
100
::;; 12. 05 ± • O~':
Frequency of
Latin-Spanish ~upi18
12
o
37
2
23
1
25
TJI.J:SLE 2
DISTRIBU'I'ION OF l\"A~(S IN FIRST-YEA:::: ,sPANISH
OF LATIN-SPANISH AND NON-LATIN-SPA1HSH PUPILS
Marks
=======;::::_=...=_. =_ ... . __ .:-c.. =..._=._=.=..._=__=...=:=::=::::::;====--===::::====
l"requency of Fon-
Latin-Spanish Pupils
40
------------+----------------------- -.-------.
o
35
30
25
20
15
10
2
23
15
50
~------ _+_--~-.--.--~---___1-.--
100Number
Mean
Difference in ceans
25.15
.:: 10.55 ± 1.1+3
100
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The mean for the Latin-French group is 32e3 and for
the non-Latin-French group, 20.25; for the Latin-Spanish group
the mean is 25.15 and for the non-Latin-Spanish group 14.6.
These show a difference of 12.05 t .084 in favor of Latin-French
and 10.55 ! 1.43 in favor of Latin-Spanish. These dlfferences
in favor of Latin represent one of the basic issues: Does a
year1s study of Latin prior to the study of French or Spanish
help to determine the quality of work in first-year French and
first-year Spanish as measured in terms of pupils' marks 1n
these aub j eot a v
The statement is quite commonly made that such a large
percentage of the vocabulary of either French or Spanish 1s
derived from Latin that a pupil who st.udles Latin f1rst has a
solld foundation of stems upon which to build his super-
structure of French or Spanish. Such a statement leads to
the inference that the pupil acquires h1s French or Span1sh vo-
cabulary more easily because of his knowledge of Latin. Such a
statement gave rise to the second question of the problem; Do
high school pupils who have studied Latin make higher scores in
a test in French and Spanish derivatives than pupils who have
studied French make in a similar test in Latin and Spanish, or
pupils who have studied Spanish make in such a test in Latin
and French?
The vocabulary tests of two hundred words each in first-
year Latin, first-year French, and first-year Spanish were given
394 pupils in attendance at Crispus Attucks High School during
19
the first semester of 1940-1941. This group will be referred
to in this study as Group II. The original group of four hun-
dred pupils whose marks in first-year Latin, first-year ~rench,
first-year Spanish, geometry, and history are also used in this
study will be referred to as Group I. The mean intelligence
quotient of l:rroupI is 97 and the mean intelligence quotient of
Group II 1s 98. Hence the size of the two groups and the mean
intelligence quotients are sufficiently similar to believe that
had the vo cabu.lar'y tests been given to Group I, their results
would have been comparable with those obtained from Group II.
The distribution of the mean intelligence quotients and
mean per cent of correct derivatives of the Latin, French, and
Spanish classes in vocabulary tests of two hundred words each
is shown in Table 3. This table is a tabulation of scores made
by 394 pupils in Group II in Latin, l:<'rench,and Spanish III, IV,
V)and VI and twenty-four puplls in Latin, French, and Spanish
VII and VIII. The average number of pupils per class was twenty-
eight with the exception of class VII and VIII whose average
number was four. Although these classes, VII and VIII, were too
small to conr.ribute any real value to the study, nevertheless
they are typical of advanced classes in intelligence as indi-
cated by their in~elligence scores and therefore their deriva-
tive scores are noted on Table 3.
The data of Table 3 show that Latin III pupils with
mean intelligence Quotients of 97 get 22 per cent of the two
hundred French derivatives, 21 per cent of the Spanish
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TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF' 'I'HE MEAN I Q AND MEAN PER CENT OF LAT IN,
FRENCH, AND SPANISH CLASSES OF GROUP II IN
VOCABULARY TES'rS OF'200 DEHIVATIVES EACH
,
Latin Pupils " French Pupils Spanish Pupils
---.----
~~lvatlveDerivative Derivative
C1a-SE Test Test Test
i
~f!eanI Mean % \~ean Mean % Mean Mean %
I Q I Correct I Q Correct I Q Correct
f--.
French ,Spanisb Latin Spanish I Latin, Frencp
III 97 22 21 97 22 21 90 17 17
IV 95 21 16 88 13 1.2 94 20 24
Ii 95 24 20 103 29 28 105 33 37
I'{I 104; 35 31 101 30 30 95 23 28
i
VII 114 42 50 122 52 62 107 35 39
VIII 120 47 57 128 50 53 104 40 4LI-
This table may be read as follows: Latin III pupils had
a mean I Q of 97 and derived the correct meanings of 22 per
cent of the two hundred French words, 21 per cent of the two
hundred Spa.nd sh words.
derivatives; French pupils with mean intelligence quotients
of 97 get 22 per cent of the Latin and 21 per cent of the Span-
ish derivatives. Similarly Latin IV pupils wi th intelligence
quotients of 95 get 21 per cent of t.be French derivatives,
and 16 per cent of the Spanish derivatives, and Spanish IV with
mean intelligence quotients of 94 get 20 per cent of the Latin
derivatives and 24 per cent of the French derivatives. Again
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comparing, Latin VI pupils with mean intelligence quotients of
104 get 35 per cent of ~he French and 31 per cent of the Spanish
derivatives; while the French VI pupils with mean intelligence
quotients of 101 get 30 per cent of the Latin and 30 per cent
of the Spanish; and the Spanish V with mean intelligence quo-
tients of 105 get 33 per cent of the Latin and 37 per cent of
the French derivatives. These findings show that for a given
level or intelligence and the experience of a year's study in
anyone of the three languages, the pupil's chances of success
in a vocabulary test of derivatives in either of the two remain-
ing languages are equal. This finding is not in agreement with
that of Brownel who found that pupils who had taken Latin for
their flrst language did better work in the second language,
either French or Spanish, than those who had taken French or
Spanish for the ir first language and Spanish or French for
the ir seconde
The per cent of derivati ves for any cla.ss or grade level
is relatively small, which finding is in agreement with the
Edgcumbe's finding.2
The data of Table 3 also show that there is a slight
residual gain in vocabulary as the pupils study from one 8e-
mester to ano there This is evidenced by the increase in marks
for successive semesters. This finding is in agreement with
~ 4the Henmon " vocaoulary study and the co I.e study.
OPe cit., p. 105.
2Edgcumbe, OPe cit., p. 10.
4- Cole, 2£. cit., p. 621.
lBrowne,
3Henmon,
ci t., pe 73.
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'themistakes in derivatives that pupils made fell into
two classes, either words that looked or words that sounded
like English words, with no regard for the root meaning of the
word as it had been learned in the language the pupils were
studying.
Some of the meanings given by Latin III, IV, V, and VI
pupils of French words are:
F'RENCH MEANING GIVEN
CORRECT MEANING
croire
home
cent
fort
contribute
automobile
medal
vain
man
homme
cent
fort
contre
one hundred
strong
against
autumn
to believe
to conquer
automme
vaincre
lune
sang
vine
lunatic
blood
sang
vin
wine
moon
Some of the meanings given by Spanish III, IV, V, and VI
pupils of Latin words are:
LATIN M.EANING GIVEN
CORRECT MEANING
bene been
well
collis collar
hill
costa cost
side
dolor color
grief
homo home
man
inter enter
between
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LATIN IV;EANINGGIVEN CORRECT MEANING
terra terror land
super supper above
sentire sentry to feel
san t tas saints health
Some of the meanings given by French III, IV, V, and VI
pupils of Spanish words are:
SPANISH MEANING GIVEN CORREcrr MEANING
flor floor flower
hora horse hour
hombre horse man
insula insult island
vaca vacate cow
muro mirror wall
nuestro new our
sangre sand blood
arbol able tree
volar solar to fly
These errors are the same type of errors that the high
school pupils made in Sammartino's5 vocabulary test. They indi-
cate that pupils seek their derivatives through their English
rather than their foreign language roots. This finding agrees
with EdgCUmbe's6 study.
5Sammartino, QQ. cii., pp. 14-16.
6Ed.gcumbe , 22. c1 t., p. 11.
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,jJhenever and wherever Lat t nand non-Latin groups are
being discussed there almost invariaoly 1s the inference, the
assumption, or even "the assertion that the Lat i n group' 8 intel-
ligence i8 superior to the non-Latin group. It 1s to test the
validity of such statements that the answer to the third ques-
tion o f the problem was sought, namely, "Ar-e high school pupils
who study Lat1n more intelligent than non-Latin pupils?" The
1n11,1al capacit,y of the pupils, a measure of what psychologists
have agreed to call tlgeneral intelligence, II was secured. The
mean intelligence quotients of the Latin-French, non-Latin-French,
Latin-Spanish, and non-Latin Spanish groups, each of one hundred
pupils that const 1tuted Group I, are shown in Tabl e L~.
TABLE11-
MEAN I Q OF LATIN-FRENCH, NON-LATIN-FRENCH, LATIN-
SPANISH, AND NON-LATIN-SPANISH GROUPS
Groups No. Mean I Q
Latin-French 100 102
Non-Lat~_n-French 100 94
Latin-f:\panish 100 97
Non-Latin-Spanish 100 93
Table 4 was derived from the tabulation of intelligence
quotients on the 98 Guidance cards in the file of the Crispus
Attucks High School. The mean lntelli~ence quotient for the
Latin-French group is 102 and for the non-Latin-French group
is 94; for t re Latin-Spanish group the mean intelligence quo-
tient is 97 and for the non-Latin-Spanish F-rOUP 93. These
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scores are indi cative that the groups as a whole are of normal
or average intelligence according to Terman' 87 c'l aa s Lf Lc a't l on
and that the Latin group is slightly superior to the non-
Lat in group_
It was found that the Latin groups when compared with
non-Latin dl a superior work in first-year French and first-
year Spanish as measured by the differences in mean scores in
first-year F'r-erc h and first-year Lat Ln (Bee Tables 1 and 2).
Is it Latin or is it intelligence'? French and Spanish are
ttomance languages and as such are so closely related to Lat.Ln
that the classicists feel it is Latin. Geometry and history
are not as closely related to Latin~ Therefore a part of the
problem was to discover what marks these same Latin and non-
Latin F'rench and Spanish pupils would make in geometry and
history.
The frequency distribution of the geometry and history
marks made by the Latin-1<'rench and non-Latin-French pupils are
shown in Tables 5 and 6 and for those made by the Latin-Spanish
and the non-Latin-Spanish pupils are shown in Tables 7 and 8.
These table 8 were derived from tm tabulation of raw scores
in geometry and history on the pupils' individual permanent
record cards.
f~
~L. M. Terman, The Measurement of Intelligence, p. 79.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. t 1916.
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TABLE 5
vISTRIBUTION OF GEOME'l'RY MARKS OF' TF1E LATIN-FRENCH
AND THE NON-LATIN-FRENCH PUPILS
-
Marks Frequency of Frenquency of Non-
Latin-French Pupils Latln-Fremh Pupd Ls
LW 22 13
35 0 0
30 It5 0
25 0 17
20 15 18
15 0 6
10 18 46
Nurnbe r- 100 100
--
~.I~ean
Difference in Means
37.9 21.05= 16.85 + 1.028
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF HISTORY MARKS OF THE LATIN-FRENCH
AND THE NON-LAT IN-FRENCH PUPILS
Marks Frequency of Frequency of Non-Latin-French Pupils Latin-French Pupils_,_ ..--_ •.•.. - --_ .... ._.............__
40 40 16
35 1 0
30 26 21
25 0 0
20
I
23 22
15 I 0 9I
10 In 32
Number 100 100
Mean
Difference in Means
32.25 24.15
= 8.10 + .083
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TABLE 7
DIS'l'RIBUTION OF GE01Vi.ETRYMAHKS OF' THE LATIN-SPANISH
AND THE NON_LATIN-SPANISH PUPILS
=
Marks Frequency of
Frequency of Non-
Latin~Spanlsh Pupils Latin-Spanish
Pupils
- -
-
40 25
2
35 0
3
30 , 31
12
25 1
6
20 19
26
15 1
2
- 10 23
49
- Number
100 100
~ -
28.3MeanDifference in Means = 8.45 + .968-------------------------------
19.85
DISTRIBUTION OF HISTORY MARKS OF'THE LATIN-SPANISH
AND THE NON_LATIN--SPANISH PUPILS_-
40
35
30
11-4
Earks
Frequency of Frequency ofNon-
__, -----~L~a=_t~i~n~-~SP~.=a~n=l~sh~~~~U~PllSLatin-Spanish Pupils------ ---- ---~------~~---
25
20 16..15
10 16
3
2
21
3
27
4
40
100
34.8 21. 45
100Number
Mean = 13.35 + .1432Difference In Means
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The mean for geometry of the Latin-French group is
37.9 and for the non-Latin-F'rench group Ls 21.05. This shows
a difference in means of 16.85 ! 1.028. The mean for history
of the Latin-French group is 32.25 and for non-Lattn-French
1s 24.15. This shows a difference in means of 8.10 ! .083.
The mean for geometry of the Latin-Spanish rroup 1s
28.3 and for the non-Latln-Spanish group is 19.135. This shows
a difference in means of 8.45 ! .968. 'I'hemean for history of
the Latin-Spanish group is 34.8 and for the non-Latin-Spanish
1s 21.45. This shows a ~ifference in means of 13.35 !.1432.
These differences of scores in favor of Latin-French and Latin-
Spanish groups in geometry and history represent one of the
basic issues of the study: Are high school pupils who study
Latin more intelligent than non-Latin pupils?
To terminate the study here and to make deductions from
achievement marks alone in Latin, French, Spanish, geometry, and
history, the conclusion would probably be that Latin transfer
or Latin discipline is the all important factor in learning,
but to stop the study here is to leave it before the conclusion
has been reached. A vital question yet remains to be answered.
It is the last question 0 f t.he problem: Vfuich has the higher
relationship to achievement in French and in Spanish, grades
in Latin or intelligence quotients?
Table 9 presents the correlation between t.he first-year
Latin and first-vearF'rench marks for the orie:inal one hundred
pupils who constl tute one-fourth of Group I.
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TABLE 9
'l_'H2RELATION BETWEENFIRST-YEAR LATIN AND FTRS'l'-YEAH
l:;'RENCH MARKS OF 100 PUPILS WHO STUDIED LA'I'IN
FIRST AND 'I'HEN FRENCH
l'irst-Year First-Year French Marks
Latin
Marks
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 Total
l~O ·. ·. ·. ·. 11 ·. 17 28
35 ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. 3 3
30 ·. ·. 5 ·. 12 ·. 11 28
?!_") ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ..
20 1 ·. 13 ·. 5 ·. 5 24
15 ·. ·. 1 ·. ·. ·. ·. 1
10 3 10 I 3 16·. I ·. ·. ·.
I
Total 4 , ·. 29 ·. 31 ·. 36 100
-
r :=;; .57 ! .01
The correlation between these two factors was found
Table 10 presents the correlation showing the relation
between first-year Latin and first-year Spanish marks for the
orielnal one hundred pupils who constitute one= f our-t.h of Group 1.
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ffABLE 10
'l'HE HELA'l'10N BETWEEN FIRST-YEAR LATIN AND FIRST-YEAR
SPANISH LdLRKSOF 100 FUPILf3 vmo STUDIED LATIN
li'IRSfr AND THEN SPANISH
"irst-Yeax First-Year Spanish lVlarks
Latin
Marks
10 15 20 ?r- 30 35 40 'I'ot aL-J
l~O · ·. . . ·· 6 ·. 3 9
35 ·· ·. .. ·· 1 ·. 2 3
30 ·· ·. It 2 20 ·. 7 33
25 ·· ·. 3 ·· ·. ·. ·. , 3
20 2 ·. 10 ·. 10 ·. ·. 22
15 1 1 .. ·. • e ·. ·. 2
10 22 ·. 6 ·. ·. ·. ·. 28
Total 25 1 23 2 37 ·. 12 100
r - .61 :t • Oil-
rhe correlation between these two factors was
found to be .61 :! ,04.
Table 11 presents t.he correlation showing the relation
between I Q8 and first-year French marks for the one hundred
pupils who constitute one-fourth of Group T.
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rrABLE 11
THE RELATION BETWEEN I QS AND FIRST-YEAR FRENCH lVLARKS
OF PUPILS WHO S1'UDIED LA'fIN FIRST AND THEN FRENCH
--- =
Lat i n-l"rench Marks
I Q
....~....
10 15 20 "c?5 30 35
40 Total
-
140-144 ·. ~. ·. ·. ·. ·.
1 1
135-139 ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. 2
2
30-134 ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·.
25-129 ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. 4
4
20-124 ·. ·. e • ·. ·. ·. 2
2
15-119 ·. ·. ·. ·. • e ·. 2
2
10-114 ·. ·. ·. ·. 1 ·. 12
13
05-109 ·. ·. ·. ·. 3 ·.
8 11
00-104 ·. ·. ,1 ·. 19 ·.
lj. ·.
95- 99 1 ·. 4 ·. 5 ·. 2 12
90- 94 ·. ·. 11 ·. 1 ·. ·.
12
5- 89 1 ·. 6 ·. ·. ·. ·.
7
0- 84 3 ·. LI ·. ·. ·. ·.
7
5- 79 ·. ·. 2 ·. ·. ·. ·.
2
0- 74 ·. ·. 1 ·. ·. ·. ·. ·.
- f--.
ota1 5 ·. 29 ·. 29 ·. 37
100
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
8
8
7
7
T
r :;;;.79 ! .02 +
rhe correlation was found to be .79 - .02.
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Table 12 presents the correlation showing the relation
between the i Qs and the first-year i.at.t n-Bpan.tsh marks of the
one hundred pupils who constitute one-fourth of Group I.
Table 12
THE ?..ELA'l'ION BE'l'WEEN I Qs AND FIHST--YEAR SPANISH MARl{S
OF PUPILS WHO STUDIED LATIN FTRST j-lND THEN SPANISH
I Q Latin Spanl.9h Marks
10 15 20 25 30 35 l.~o 'ro t a'l
125-129 ·. ·. ·. ·. 1 ·. 2 3
120-124 ·. ·. ·. , ·. ·. ·. ·. ..
115-119 ·. ·. ·. ·. 2 ·. 3 5
110-114 ·. ·. ·. ·. 9 ·. 4 13
10S-109 ·. ·. 1 ·. S ·. 1 7
100-102l- ·. ·. 2 ·. 18 ·. 2 2?
9S- 99 ·. ·. 10 ·. ·. ·. ·. 10
90- 91f. ·. ·. 10 2 2 ·. ·. 14
8S- 89 7 ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. 7
80- 84 7 ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. 7·.
75- 79 6 1 ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. 6
70- 74 4 ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. 4·.
6S- 69 2 ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. 2
Total 26 1 ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. 100
r = .81 ! .02
The co j-r-e La.t Lo n between these two factors was found
to be .81 ! .02.
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Finally Table 13, giving a summary of the foregoing
correlations indicates a certain trend of real importance to
this studYe
TABLE 13
SUMlviARY OF' CORRELATIONS
Items Correlation v H'_ ..... _J CI
Latin and Latin-French .57 + .01
1 Q and Latin-French .79 + .02-
Latin .61 + .04and Spanish
I Q and Spanish .81 + .02-
Difference in r between I Q and Latin-French and Latin
and Latin-French = .22.
Difference in r between I Q and Latin-Spanish and Latin
and Latin-Spanish = .20.
The correlation between the I Q and Latin-French is
.79 !.02, while -ebe correlation between Latin and Latin-French
+is .57 _ .02. Ihe corre1a-eion between the I Q and Latin-Spanish
is .81 ! .02, while the correlation between Latin and Latin-
Spanish is .61 ! .04. The correlations of .57 and .61 indicate
a "marked present"S po st r.Lv e r-e La't t onah t p between Latin and
French and Latin and Spanish, but the correlations of .79 and
.81 indicate a "high corre1ation"9 between intelligence and
p , 256.
8H. o. Rugg. Statistical Method Applied to Education,
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1917.
9Ibid•
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Latin and French. The difference between the correlation of
I. Q. and Latin-French (.79) and Latin and Latin-French (.57)
is .22; the difference between the correlation of I. Q. and
Latin-Spanish (.81) and Latin and Latin-Spanish (.61) 1s .20.
10 t dThe differences found in the Cole s u y were .06 and .08,
therefore Cole felt that they were so small that Latin contri-
buted about as much as intelligence in the mastery of French
and Sparlishe 11j'ledifferences found in this study are suff1-
ciently large to warrant the conclusion that intelligence is
obviously a greater factor in the learning of French and
Spanish than is previous Latin study.
SUMl\IARY
'.Phisstudy was made in an attempt to answer certain
questions concerning the possibility of the transfer of ira1n-
ing from Latin to Prench or Spanish as revealed f'rom a study
of the marks earned by foul' hundred high school pup lLs, and
the marys of 394 pup Ll s tabulated from t.est s in Lat Ln _LTi'rench,,~ . -, ,
and Spanish vocabulary.
----.-------~.-----..-.--.-----._._,.-- ..---..__-.--.---~.-.-----.----~-----.~.-.. -
10Cole, £l~. cit., p. 621.
CHArTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
This study was undertaken in an effort to answer four
questions concerning the value of studyIng Latin. These ques-
tions have been repeated below in the same order in which they
were stated in the problem of the thesis. Each question is
followed by the answer that the study supports in its findings.
Question 1: Do high school pupils who have had one year
of Latin prior to their study of French or Spanish make better
marks in French or Spanish than pupils who have studied these
subjects with no prior instructlon in Latin?
Answer: Yes, the high school pupils who have had one
year of Latin prior to their study of French or Spanish make
better marks in French or Spanish than the pupils who have taken
these subjects with no prior instruction in Latin. This is re-
vealed in the contents of Tables 1 and 2. The differences in
means of the academic achievement in terms of marks in favor of
the Latin-French and Latin-Spanish are 12.05 * .08J+ and 10.55
:t 1. i!-3.
Question 2: Do high school pupils who have studied
Latin make higher scores in a test in French and Spanish deriv-
atives than pupils who have studied French make in a similar
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test in Latin and Spanish, or pupils who have studied Spanish
make in such a test in Latin and French?
Answer: No, high school pupils who have studied Latin
do not make higher scores in a test in French and Spanish deriv-
atives than pupils who have studied French make in a similar
test in Latin and Spanish, or pupils who have studied Spanish
make in such a test in Latin and French. Table 3 shows that
for a given level of intelligence and the experience of a year's
study in anyone of the three languages, the pupil's chances of
success in either of the two remaining languages are equal.
Question 3: Are high school pupils who study Latin more
intelligent than non-Latin-pupils?
Answer: There is a slight difference in the mean intel-
ligence quotients in favor of the Latin-French and the Latin-
Spanish groups and these same groups made higher scores in
geometry and history as are shown in Tables 5, 6,7, 8, and 9.
Question 4: Which has the higher relationship to achieve-
ment in French and in Spanish, grades in Latin or intelligence
quotients?
Answer: There is a "marked present"lpositive correlation
between first-year Latin marks and first-year French and first-
year Spanish marks, but there is a. higher correlation between
intelligence quotients and first-year French and first-year
Spanish marks than the correlation between first-year Latin and
first-year French marks, and first-year Latin and first-year
p. 256.
IE. O. Rugg, Statistical Method Applied to Education,
Bos ton: Houghton IJ'ifflin Company. 191'(.
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Spanish marks. The differences found in this study as shown
in Table 13, are sufficiently large to conclude that intelli-
gence 18 a greater factor in learning French and Spanish than
1s previous Latin study.
RECOMMENDATIONS
In view of the conclusions reached as a result of the
interpretation of the material used in making this study the
following recommendations are submitted:
1. Since the correlation between intelligence quotients
and Latin-French and Latin-Spanish marks is higher than the
correlation between firAt-year Latin and first-year French
marks, pup i.Ls should be grouped homogenously, so that the
teacher of any language could better gauge the difficulty of
the work to the capacity of the pupils.
2. The possibility of some change in type or method
of instruction or manner of presentation might affect the re-
lationship between the background in one language and the
quality of work in another. Possibly whatever transfer there
is from Latin to French and Spanish can be established and
increased by the; t~Qcher' s methods and presentation. In other
words the teacher must be conscious of the relationship between
Latln and French or Spanish and to teach the pupils to be con-
scious of this relationship and thereby make possible transfer
from one language to another. vocabulary teaching offers an
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excellent opportunity for the teacher to encourage the pupil
of a second language to arrive at the mean:i.ngof his new word
in the second language through the root meaning of the word
he has learned in a first language.
3$ .Ltis further recommended that high school teachers
of French and SpaniBh have a knowledge of Latin and Latin
teachers, a knowledge of French and Spanish, so that they may
be qualified to train the children to be conscious of this
interrelation between languages.
In a study like this there is a great risk of being
misunderstood: no attempt has been made to belittle Latin as
a subject in the curriculum; this st.udy has concerned itself
with the question of the transfer of Latin to French and
Spanlsh~ Latin is, as Anatole France, whose appreciation for
his native tongue was molded by his appreciation for Latin,
admitted,
I have a desperate love for Latin studies; I firmly
believe that without them there is an end of the beauty
of French geniUS. All those among us who have thought
forcibly have learned to think in Latin. I do not exag-
gerate when I say that a man who is ignorant of L0t1n
is ignorant of the sovereign clearness of speech.l
The ever-to-be-considered questions of prognOSis and
guidance to which references have been made in these recom-
mendations are an outgrowth of the data provided by this
1A. W. Evans. "On Life and Letters of Anatole Fra.nceII
(First Ser1es), translated. New York: John Lane Co., 1911,
248 ff.
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study. Language guidance and teaching offer a fruitful field
of inquiry and, it 1s hoped, that further studies in the field
may provide findings sufficiently reliable for the improvement
of language guidance and teaching.
----------------_--- _
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OTIS SELF_ADMINISTERING TESTS OF MENTAL ABILITY
By ARTHUR S. OTIS, PH.D.
s eciali::,t with Advisory Board, General Staff, United States '-iVa.rDepartment
Formerly Development P
"'''AL OF DIRECTIONS AND lillY (Revised)
MANu . . "
For Intennedlate and HIgher ExammatlOns
====------------==-===~
CONTENTS
Simplified scoring. In addition to the underlining of the
correct one of several alternative answers, as is customury in
group tests of mental ability, provision is made in these exam-
inations for placing the number of, the answer in a single
column at the edge of each page. This simplifies the scoring to
the extent that the whole examination can be scored in less
than one minute.
Variety of test material. The form of the examinations
admits of the use of a wide variety of types of questions instead
of the limited number of types in the ordinary examina-
tion.
Flexible time limit. Provision is made for administering the
examinations with a time limit of either 20 or 30 minutes. The
zo-minute time limit may be used for general snrvey purposes
or with normal school and college students. The 30-minute
time limit should be used when time alloWS,as it will give a
more accurate measure.
Ease of figuring IQ's. A chart is provided by which the IQ
of the examinee can be found directly from the score and age
in years and months merely by locating a Point on the inter-
section of two lines. No arithmetical calcUlation or reference
to tables is necessary.
Improved Percentile Graph. There is provided in each
package of Examinations a new form of percentile graph on
which percentile curves may be drawn, if desi\'ed, showing
vividly the distributions of scores of any group or groups of
examinees. 'With each percentile graph is furnished a scale
chart by which the drawing of the percentile curves is reduced
to the simplest terms.
Interpretation Chart. A chart is provided upon which the
~cores of a class or school ma.y be plotted and the pupils divided
into fast-moving, reguhr, and slow-Jllovinggroups and regraded
witJlin these groups, or otherwise classifJed, l1lerely by drawing
lines on the chart. Account is taken of ll1cntal ability, bright-
ness, and chronological age in cbssifying by this method. It
is not necess<ny to use the Interpretation Chart in order to
interpret scores in these tests. However, it will be found a
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'I'hese examinations are modeled after a. group test of mental
ability designed by the author in January, 19t8, [or llse in a
large commercial establishment in Connecticut. In that test
t1,c principle of sclf-<vlministration wac' embodied, involving
the single list of questions, the printed initi;,d directions, amI
the provision for answers in single columns.
INTI, (ODUCTO]{Y
SPF;CI' ' ,~ AL 1< EATURES
HISTORICALA ..
DCKNOWLEDGNIENTS . . . .
IRECTlONS l'f)l, ADMINISTEIUNG
DIRECTIONS ]'OR SCORING . .
RECORDING SCORES .
STANDARDIZATION
PPACTICE EFFECT . . .
INTERl'RETATION 0]<' RESULTS
APPLICATION OF RESULTS
T}m Plcl(CENTILE GRAPH ...' C ED A PERCENTILE URV '
U{ECTIONS FOR DRAWING
RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY .
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3
3
3
3
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INTRODUCTORY
. , 'n b' found the complete direc-
Contents. In this manual WI c di: te arid Hizherti a the Interme let, r»
IOnS for administering and sc?ril1~ ., " , the scores in the light
E,xal1linations directions for Intel pletmg t 'llileip solve and
f .' '1 . .h the tes SWI , c
o the educational problems w .ncr 1 t' t to the solution of
d'· . h lts of tne eslrectlOns for applymg t e resu
those problems. . . ," tl with the Inter-
Sco The I-I'<TJ cr EXaInmat!011 tobe rer ..'pe. .ne Ib 1 ~. " O· S If- '\dnulllstenng
mediate Examination constitute the ,tiS e r], tl T' de. tl -ange from 1.1e 4 1 gl a
Tests of Mental Ability, covering, ~"e 1 '" ti is designer] for
t .' "'1 'L1'rl er Examlll,t!On .. -o the univcrsu;y ,l re ~ 16" '~]. tl' , f r ,1 en The lntermee ia c
ngh school students and college les rm . '1"1 T:l')'", I
I,' . . .' G"' d co to C). ~ 1e r 19 leI ,Ull"Xanllna,tlOnIS deSIgned for Ia es 4, ~'ff
I "",.' '1" in form but they ell erntermecllate ExannnatJons arc Sl1nl,1I ,
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SPECIAL FEATURES
Self-administration. In each of these ex<tminations p.'~O-
'" 1 [ h ,t lent to re'td for himself on the 11l:StVISlon IS l'nac_e -or t c s uc ~ . . ,.
. . 1~ ]·l,t· 11 the directIOns lleeded lOrpage of the ex,uumatJOn )00, e ,t ' .
the examimttion. As the 75 items constituting each examma-
tion are in a single list, these are answered by the examinee
without interruption. The exctminer, therefore, ha~ merely to
distribute the blanks, see that all underst<ll1clthe pnnted chrec-
tions, and give the sigtHl1to begin, He may then leave the class
in charge of an assistant. 'For this reason the tests \1,tve been
called" self-administering" tests.
dislinct aid and convenience.
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DlII.ECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING
, Who may administer examination. Any .teacher after a
'v9 little preparation can satisfactorily administcr either, the Inter
m:diatc or Higher Examination. The best prepamtlO,n f~r a~-
mmistcring either is to take it. The principal should lllvite hIS
teachers to take the examination and score their o,:,n papers,
) '£9 Any teacher '''h ' , t· 'cs'ed in mental-ability testlDg should
" 0 ISm 'el' l , .
welcome the opportunity to experience the takll1g of an ex-
amination as tIll',. '11 CT)'veher the best appreciation of what
J. .J \VI b . .
I) '~9 the examination tests. Those administering an examlIlatlOll
should realize that it is very important that conditions be uni-
fo~m throughout the school and must be the same in the school
being tested as in every other school where the examination h~ls
I) '19 been given I/ol' tl" 'e""Oll everythil]CT which needs to be saId, . 1]5 r C"'k) , - b
1lI adillinistering the test is given below in boldface type, and
[ ) '09 the teacher should give these instructions verbatim, readin,g if
necessary, If one tC~Lcherurges the students to work as rapidly
as poosiblc and another teacher urges theln to work as carefully
as Possible, the results may be entirely different and not com-
) ) '6S parable. The teacher, tbercfore, should s"y nothing that is not
prescribecl, except to make clear the meaning of what is on the
I) 'gS first page of the examination blank.
When to give examination, The best time to give the ex-
~ ) 'LS' aminaliOlI is probably at the opening of school in the morning,
although the time of day probably does not bave a serious effect
~ ) upon the SCore.
'9S' Directions for administering, To administer either the II1-
ter~cdiatc ,or the Higher Examination, Form A, B, C, or D,
~ ) 'Ss beg)n by addressing the students as follows:
"We are going to give you this morning [afternoon] some
new and interesting tests. We will now pass the test
6 ) 'vS papers and as soon as you receive a paper you may begin to
read the first page and do as it directs, filling the blanks,
~ ) 't'S etc, Do not open or turn over the paper. Part of the
test is to see if you can follow directions,"
H·wl' '.S ) " ~ mO]])tors pass the papers, one to each student, right
'"S sKle up. See l.hctt every student is supplied with two pencils
b d3v (or a pen) and an eraser,
)u~ q
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Allow a reasonable time for all to finish reading the first page
and trying the samples, A few laggards may be disregarded,
Then say, " Is there anyone who does not understand the
first page?" Give any explanations necessary to make sure
that all understand what is explained on the Erst page,
If a time limit of 20 minutes is to be used, say, c c This will
be a short test, You will be told to stop at the end of 20
minutes instead of 30, Find the number 20 in the upper
left-hand corner of the page and make a ring around it."
Be sure that all do this.
Then say, " Now turn the page and begin," and note the
exact time. No further instructions are necessary.
If the principal or superintendent is administering the ex-
amination, he may now leave the class in charge of the teacher
or an assistant, with instructions to give no furtber directions
and answer no questions; to stop the work at the end of exactly
30 (or 20) minutes and have the papers collected. The person
in charge during the examination will do well to move quietly
about the room at the beginning of the examiMltion and see
that all are indicating the answers in a proper manner. If an
examinee is found who is not placing the numbers in the paren-
theses, he should be told to do so.
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING
The correct answers to the 75 items of both forms of the
Intermediate and Higher Examinations are given on the mar-
gins of this manual. To score the examination, open the man-
ual to the pages containing the answers to the form of the
examination to be scored, fold open the manual and clip the
pages together. Place the manual over the examination paper
so that the appropriate Key is adjacent to the answers given on
the examination paper. Place a check mark after each correct
answer or a cross after each incorrect or omitted answer, or
both checks and crosses.
If two answers are given for anyone item, count the item
wrong. This is quite likely to occur with Item 55 in Form A
of the Higher Examination.
Number 37 in Form A and Number 57 in Form B of the
Higher Examination count as wrong if the alphabet has been
marked in any way.
If a paper is found in which the examinee has omitted to
place the numbers in the parentheses but has otherwise indi-
cated the answers, the scorer should write in the parentheses
the numbers representing the answers of the examinee so far as
these may be determined, and then score accordingly, but de-
duct one point from the total score for failure to follow the
direction to place the numbers in the parentheses.
If the examinee has failed to make all his letters like printed
capitals, score the paper as if all letters were printed capitals,
but deduct one point for failure to follow the direction,
Whenever an examinee has used an irregular method of
taking the examination, score the paper according to the ob-
vious intent of the examinee and then deduct one point for
each general direction not followed. Indicate such deduction
by placing a - I with a circle around it opposite the first
instance where the direction has not been followed. Let his
score represent the fairest measure of his ability that can be
estimated.
The score in the examination is the number of correct answers,
First, count up the correct answers and write the number on
[ 2 1
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the margin of the last page, Then verify the score by counting
the incorrect and omitted answers, Thus, suppose the number
of correct answers coun led is 40, Count the incorrect and
omitted answers beginning .i i , 42, etc. anti see that you end
with 75, Then enter the score in thc space provided on the first
page of the blank, Do not trust the counting of correct an-
swers only, as it is very easy to make a mistake, The checking
of correct answers should be gone over by a second scorer, for
even the best scorers will make mistakes,
P,ECOlmING SCORES
The Class Record, The scores should be entered on the
Class Record which is provided with each package of examina-
tion blanks, Before cnterillg the scores, arrange the papers of a
class either in alphabetical order or in the order of mngnitudc
of the score, according to preference, Next, enter the name of
each student and his age ill years and months, 'Then enter his
score in the proper column according to the time limit used,
Directions for Iilliru; the remaining columns will be given under
" Interpretation of Rcsu] ts."
2o:Minute time limit, If a 20-minute time li,mit has been
used, the scores may be transmuted into terms of 3D-minute
time-limit scores in order that they m[ty be compared with
norms or other 3o-minute scores, This may be done by means
of Table I,
TABLE II
20- 30- 20- 30- 20- 30- '20- 30- 20- 30-
MIN, MIN, ;\UN. "EN. \11 N. l\lIN. MIN. mN, MIN, l\HN.
16 20 3l 4.0 46 59 6, 71
17 0" 3" 41 47 60 62 71
3 4 18 23 33 43 48 6[ 63 72
4 5 Ie) 24 34 44 49 62 64 72
5 6 20 26 35 4·5 50 63 6S 73
6 7 :n 27 36 46 51 6,. 66 73
7 9 ')') 28 37 48 S2 64 67 74
8 10 23 30 38 49 53 65 68 H
9 II 24- 3t 39 So 54 66 69 74
10 13 25 32 40 51 S5 67 70 75
II 14 26 .33 41 53 56 68 7I 75
12 15 27 3S 42 54 57 68 72 75
13 17 28 3(' 43 55 58 69 73 75L' 18 2C) 37 44 56 59 70 74 75IS I<) 30 ·Y) 45 58 60 ·7° 75 75
----------------- -- ---------------
STANDAl!DIZATION
Selection of items, In selecting items for the Intermediate
and Higher Examinations, the Advanced Examination was
drawn upon freely, An equal number of items of othcr types,
some of which ~trC new, were included in order that the examina-
tion might cover a large variety of questions and therefore
afford a more comprehensive measure of JnenLll ability, Pre-
liminary editions conta.ining ;nore th,m enough items were
administcred to about 1000 high school students in Oakland,
California, and Rockford, Illinois, and to 1000 gramm~lI: school
1Thi'~) table was derived frorn a study of ~o- and 30-minute scores in the
I-ligllcr Examination only. It is llH~rcfore only apprUX'ilYl.atc for tht.: 111ter-
nH.:!diate EX~Llninalion. It is assumed, however, that the 2o-minute Lime lirnit
will seldOln be llsed with the Interrnediate Examination.
REy
Interrned'Forrn. ia:
pupils in Moorhead, Minnesota, These student. SA and
" S Wet. ' Page
III each case into two groups, a " good grotl!) ", e chvided 2
group," The same number were taken from eC),eh<'nel <1 c c po
" ' gr~lcl_" Orgroups, I be good group constituted the YOtll'[<". • e lOr bot]
" to stud" \the poor group the old, students, 1 hcse grOll[18had r ,~tlts, and
same avcruge cduc.u.ional status, therefore, hut ,c,lched the
rates, Now it is the rate at which a stUdcllt :It dirfcrent
through school that the mental-ability test is cl :<In Pro<rres'
I -lief] to, Spredict. Therefore this is believed to be LIe best ,}T Used to
which to judge the validity of each item that gOee' . CItteri(1) by
The number of times each item was passed hy e~ Illlto the le;;t
ztc 1 r .
then found and only tho,;e items chosen whieh sl group Was
tinct gain in number of passes by the gOOd ".',.loWed <l eli,, ' ",lOll} , u-
number of passes by the poor group 111 S[llte of the rt OVer the
median age of the good group was over two Years 1 ,:ICt that the
of the pOOl' group, Each item justified its incllIsi eS5 than that
because it distinguished between students wl on, therefore
, 1 .10 pr 'slowly and those who progressed rapid y, ogressed
Arrangement in order of difficulty, The itenl"
, , 1 t , d it S tn e'lcl fof each cxarmnu.uou lave uccn arrange I thf' '. ,1 Ol'ln
, ,order f '
culty, according to the number of passes of each' .. 0 dlm_
1 ' I )" d' , Itelll 1students ta ang tIe prc. Hl1lnary e· IUons, }y the
I. ( 4
2. 2
3- 3
4. ( 2
s· 5
6. 3
7· 4
8, 2
PRACTICE El"FEeT
\Vhenever a second form of a test is given after '1 f
especially when the two forms have beea 111,vl, e trst form,'. . eVery
alike, students ~cnd to do bettcr on"the, se~Otrd,~est. The l11UC~
of the first test IS "cnerally termed PI,lctJC.e.effect" I .e.iI.ect
b " }ut It
include a. number of effects, Among these IS general f' "may
I, ' b'l'· t '" t <1I1111l'lrit\-vith the method, rcsu tll1g 111 a Ilty 0 be under w' e y
Cluickl)T, lcssened nervousness, memory of 11l0cle , <ly nlore
of 'lttack
certain types of [lroblems, ctc, of
A study was made of tIle effect of practice wher\
, . ' , '" a seCond
form o[ the IntermedIate Of H\gher Exa!11Jl1e1tlonWas "iv
.c ". f' Tl _, . "lge ,', b en thenext day after the lllst Olm, . IC ,lYeI,. gelill In the se'
, .' J '['I 'clore' Condscore was '. POllltS III cac 1 case, .. ICI . In Such a case
points would have to be subtracted from tllc s:~re in the secon~
test to make allowance for the effect of PlelCllce,
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INTlmPEI>:TATION OF RESlII:rs
Mental ability and brightness, Therc :tre two aspects of the
lnental quality of an inclividua,l,whlch must not be confused,
O ' is his degrce of mental ability and the other his degree ofne 1'1' " rbrightness, '.nIC term" menLll a~l Ity re ers to tklt innate
mental quality which increa.ses WIth a.ge, whereas the term
"brightness" rcl'crs \.0 th,!t constant(lUahty which dct.cnnines
the rate of growth of the mcnt:t1 :t1JlhlY of ,In individual and
the degree of mental ability wllich he ':'111 cVCIl\.u,llly reach,
lYlental ability is measured by Ule mdIVl(lu:l1's SCore in the
test. A measure of his l)rig\rtness is obt,,:I:ed by cOlnparing his
I, 1 'I', \\'11 "I"C l1re dis'1' l' ,score with that 0 01. WI'S 01 lIS 0 'b' , .. IIK Ion \s best
shown by reference to the Interpretation Chart,
The Interpretation Chart. i\n Interpre(:\tion Chart is pro-
vided in each package of Examinations to Ltcilitate the inter-
pretation of scores, Interpretation Charts for the In\.er-
mediate and Higher Examinations aTe given on tIle lwo sides
of the same sheet, In the sample Intcrpn~tCltioll Chart showll
in Figure I (page l)) <\. point is plolted for each of the 276 pupils
in Grades 5 'to 8 of <], grammar school. The height of each poillt
[ 3]
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represents th ' individ l i hId' E· .. " e SCOte of an indivi ua m t e nterme late < xam-
lUatlOnaeco'd' "h hori I. . ling [0 the scale at the left. 1 e iorizonta po-
sItIOn of "a'j . h . di id I d· - C 1 POintrejJJ'e:;en ts the age of t c in IVI ua accor -
lllg to th . , ' ,
Th e se,deat the foot 01. the chart.
~ normal or " average" individual of the age of just 10
years IS cxpe t I r . . I '1'1 1'. '. ·c 'C( tomake a score 0' Just 23 points. . ie norma
IlldIVlr)lnl ' 1 '
• " .. c or t le ,l"c of just 1[ years IS expected to make a score
ofJU:-J"I!" '" ., , J I d fi.hr '.J JOints,etc" as indicated »y t 1C reavy curve me
tllOll"hlh· ' ('I' h bl 1 J )'['I,' b ' C n11cldleof the char,t ,,)est seen 111 t e ' an ( cbart .
us TllTyI" " Ie called the normal curve and shows the norm or
normal SCoreto be eXj)ected from an individual of any given
age TJ, .
~' ie curve becomes level at the age of IS years, as shown
Il1 the Inter ~ . L Hial E ., I_,' ' prctation Chart lor tile Iglcr; xaminat ion, anc
nlcly bp COn" j '} • I . I f . lv l d) - sluercdas extcnclmg to t le rIg rt me e unte y ueyon '1:years at the sallle level. The deriv,ltion of this curve will be
dv,cnbecJ below.
I . Mental maturity A child's mental ability increases from}Irlh YC·tr I' h . d h' h . It
-. ' C )y YenI' month by mont ,Just as oes IS elg 1,
unttl he re'l'l ' I h' 'd h I I; C les his maximum, w len e IS Sal to ave reac ICC
mental " . .I]],ltlll'lty. The normal curve may be thought of as the
cm:ve o~ growth in mental ability of the hypothetical exactly
nOlTllalll1dividu'1
1:he age at W;~i~hmental maturity is reached is difficult to
deCIde s· . 'h' InCe the alnount of mental development dunng t elast y' . . .Cdr In which there is any development IS very slight. In
~he I~terprctation Chart for the Higher Examination the age
at wln.ch ~ental maturity is rcaehed is taken to be is years.
Wlnle ll1dividuals may reach mental maturity at a.bout the
same age, they nevertheless reach it with widely differing
amounts of rnental ability, just as they reach mature adult
St<l~ureat differing heights. The degree of mental ability at
which .the normal individual reaches mental maturity is also
very dIffIcult to determine, since it is not possible to obtain it
l~rge group of Completely un selected individuals (chosen at
random from the Whole population) at the various ages between
15 and 18. The norm for adults (persons of IS years or over),
however, has been called 42 in the Higher Examination, as
sho:vn by the upper limit of the normal curve. This is the
eqll~valent of S9 Points in the Intermediate Examination. The
cho~ce of tbis norm for adults is only an estimate based on all
available data.
. Derivation of norrns. The positions of the normal curves
In the two charts were established according to the judgment of
the. author upon consideration of (1) the median scores of the
:-canaliSage groups among about 120,000 pupils whose scores
III the Higher or Intermediate Examinations have been reported
to date, (2) the median scores of the several grade groups in
relatIOn to the median ages of these grade groups, (3) the norms
for the various ages obtained from the norm table for the Ad-
:-cancedExamination by means of tables for converting scores
mto terms of the Higher and Intermediate Examinations, (,~) the
correlations between scores in the Higher and Intermediate
Examinations and mental ages by the Herring Revision of the
Binet-Simon Tests, and (5) correspondence between the Inter-
mediate and Higher Examinations themselves, The position
of the normal curve in neither chart accords exactly with any of
tllese data, but it constitutes in either case a sort of average of
the various groups of data.
1 Unless otherwise stated the sCore referred to is the 30-minute time-limit
Score.
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The aim has been to establish scores which are normal for
unselected age groups, not merely for public school pupils.
The scores of high school students, therefore, tend to average
somewhat higher than the norms.
True mental age. Originally the term" mental age" referred
to the degree of mental ability which is normal for a given age.
Thus, " having a mental age of IS years" meant " having a
degree of mental ability just normal for the age of I S years."
This degree of mental ability is measured by a score of 36 in the
Higher Examination. Having a mental age of 17, according
to this definition, meant making a score just normal for r 7-
year-olds, which is a score of 41. Men tal ages so found may be
called true mental ages. Since the score of 42 is the norm for
adults (taken to mean any person of IS years or over), there is no
age for which a score above 42 is the norm; therefore, of course,
no score above 42 can be expressed as a true mental age.
The term " NIental Age" (capitaliwcl), however, has now
come to have a special meaning and to denote measures of men-
tal ability - i.e., scores - in the Binet-Simon Tests. Binet
NIental Ages below about 13 years arc true mental ages. Above
that, especially above r6 years, they are merely scores. They
are called Mental Ages merely for the sake of consistency .• The
Binet Mental Age of 17, for example, represents a degree of
mental ability considerably above that which is normal for
the age of 17 or, incleed, for any age.
The Binet Mental Age of 16 years is generally taken as the
norm for adults in figuring IQ's. There is a growing opinion
among psychologists, however, that the Binet ]Idental Age
which is the norm for adults is appreciably lower than r6
years.l The correlations between the Binet Scale and the
Higher Examination confirm this belief. The correspondence
between Binet Mental Ages and Scores in the Higher Examina-
tion" as indicated in the Interpretation Chart, is based partly
upo'n the correlation between the Higher Examination and the
Herring Revision of the Binet-Simon Tests and partly upon
the age norms. At any rate, Binet NIental Ages appear to ex-
press degrees of mental ability in excess of that normal for the
corresponding chronological ages even below the age of 15 years.
For this reason IQ's obtained by the method provided herein 2
may be slightly higher than those obtained by the Binet Scale
for the older students, but it is believed that they more nearly
correspond with what the Binet IQ's of these students were
when they were younger.3
Measures of mental ability. Each of the six scales at the
left side of the Interpretation Chart for the Higher Examination
is a measure of mental ability. The scales are so placed that
values having the same height are corresponding measures of
mental ability as far as may be determined. Thus a score of
40 points in the Higher Examination with a 30-minute time limit
is the equivalent of a score of 3 I in the Higher Examination
with a 20-minute time limit, a score of 57 in the Intermediate
Examination, a score of I20 in the Advanced Examina-
tion, a Binet Mental Age of 15 years 0 months, and aT-score
of 62.4
27· ( 4
28. (A
29· ( I
30. e 3
(
,
3I. 4,
32. (H)
33· 2
34· 4 )
35· (
36. ( J
37· ( I
38. ( 3
39· 4
40. ( :2
41. ( 3
42. ~).) ,
43· ( E)
44· ~
45· (D)
46. 3
47· ( 3
48. ( :3
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I See Lewis M. Terman, "Mental Growth and the IQ," Journal oj Eduw-
tionai Psychology, September, 1921.
2 See "Measures of brightness" below.
3 See" Validity of Mental Age equivalents" below.
"For the rneaning and significance of a T-score, see Williarn A. 1vlcCall.
"A Uniform Method of Scale Construction," Teachers Coliege Record, ]aIlll-
ary, 1921.
Any individual whose score is plotted above the normal
curve may be considered as brighter than normal, and any in-
dividual whose score is plotted below the normal curve may be
considered as duller than normal.' The distance at any point
above or below the normal curve is a measure of the brightness
of the individual. A 14-year student making a score of 35 in
the Higher Examination has a lesser degree of mental abilit v
but a greater degree of brightness than a Is-year student mak-
ing a score of 37.
Measures of brightness. Brightness is generally measured
in terms of the Intelligence Quotient (IQ) , which is customarily
found by dividing the individual's Binet Mental Age by his
chronological age (decimal point dropped). In the case of
mental-ability tests other than the Binet Tests it is customary
to give Binet Mental Age equivalents of scores in order that
these may be used in finding IQ's. It has been found, however,
that IQ'5 so derived have an appreciably wider range than those
obtained by means of the Binet Tests and are therefore not com-
parable with the latter. Now the IQ was invented for use with
the Binet Tests and should retain its original significance, or
else it will become relatively meaningless. It seems that the
term" Intelligence Quotient" is coming to have a legal recogni-
tion, but IQ's as sometimes derived from group tests of mental
ability bear little relation to IQ's derived by the Binet Tests.
It is the purpose of the a~thor to use the term" IQ " only in
its original significance.
Unless it is distinctly understood how IQ's were derived in
any case, however, they should be designated by some means
such as National IQ's, Otis IQ's, or Binet IQ's. The term
" IQ," when not so qualified or understood, must be interpreted
as referring to actual Intelligence Quotients found by means
of the Binet Tests.
Validity of Mental Age equivalents. It follows from the
above statements regarding the greater range of IQ's for each age
group when obtained by group tests than when obtained by the
Binet Tests, that Binet Mental Age equivalents are actual
equivalents for normal children only. Thus a score of 38 in
the Intermediate Examination corresponds to a Binet Mental
Age of 12 years when made by a child of approximately 12
years. But if made by a ro-year child, for example, it repre-
sents a Binet Mental Age of only II} years" since according
to the chart a to-year child making a score of 38 has an IQ of
only II5. This lack of constant correspondence between scores
and Binet Mental Ages is inherent in all group tests and is due
to the lesser accuracy of group tests. This phenomenon seems
not to be generally appreciated, as witnessed by the now
prevalent custom of converting scores into Binet 'Mental Age
equivalents. There is no Binet Mental Age equivalent of a
score in any group test of mental ability which is valid [or all
ages of individuals. For that reason it is believed that the
most scientific method of obtaining IQ's from scores in group
tests, which are comparable with Binet IQ's, is by comparison of
the variabilities of scores of individuals of the various age
groups in the group test and in Binet Tests, as described below.
Mental Age equivalents as such are not necessary to the use
of the Higher or Intermediate Examinations. Scores are quite
sufiicient as measures of mental ability and IQ's as measures of
iI-rere "normal" means exactly median in brightness. The term" nor-
mal," however, is often used to refer to all individuals whose scores are reason-
ably close to the norms for their respective ages.
brightness. IQ's can be obtained from scores in the 0 .
Administering Tests without Mental Age equivalent _ tis Self-
In order to compare scores with .i'vfentalAge eq ~.
. ., U1valents fscores in other group tests or to find IQ s COlll[)arabl" 0. _ e Wlth th
obtained from other group tests, however, Hinet 1\,,- , ose
. I . . b I LVlental Ageequiva cnts arc given to scores m ot 1 exarninatiol _ c,
b 1 . I f h . Cl 1S. I he-emay e 0 otamet rom t e Interpretation jart fOr tl' .. ~
E .. B' M \ . I ro Hlgl1erxammauon. Hinct ental f ge equiva ents of sc ,_. '
I ii d H' I 1~ .. . ores III the.ntcrrner late an Ig rer "xamll1atIolls are gIVen aI, .
2 a and 2 b. so In Tables
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SCORE MA SCORE
7- 4 16
7- 5 17
3 7- 6 .18
4 7- 7 H)
5 7- 8 20
6
7
8
9
10
7- 9
7-10
7-II
8- 0
8- 2
l1A SCORE
9- 0 31
9- 32
9- 3 33
9- S 34
')- 7 3S
'2I 9- 8 36
,)-10 37
10- 0 38
10-- 1 39
10- 3 40
lI- 0
II- 2
II- 3
II-5
II- 6
1I- 8 51
II-IO 52
I.2- 0 53
12- 1 54
12- 2 55
6. 3
7· ( 3
8. 3
14- 0
14-'
14- 4
14- 6
14- 8
3
16-· 6
16- 8 9· 3
r6-rr
17- 2
17- 5
17- 8
17-10
10. (B
II. ( 1
I~- 4 56 14-10 71 8
12- 6 57 15- 0 I - 0
8 72 18- 3
12- 8 5 15- 73 18- 5
12-10 59 15- 5 7
I2-1I 60 15- 8 4 r8- 7
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II
12
13
14
IS
8- 4 26
8- 5 27
8- 7 28
8- 9 29
8-1 I 30
10- 4 41
10- 6 42
10- 7 43
10- 9 44
10-10 45
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13· ( 8
14· 4
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16. 5
11,\
------1------ ------ -- _
3
4
5
7-10
8- 0
8-
8- 4
8- 6
o
7
8
9
8- 9
8-II
')- J
')- 4
9- 710
J2
')- f)
JO-- 0
IO-- 213
14
IS
10- 'J.
10- 6
24. 4
16
I?
18
I')
10- 8
10-10
1.I- 0
II-- 3
II- 5
Age norms. The norms in the Intermediate or Higher
Examination for the various ages may be read 1'1'0111 the appro-
priate Interpretation Chart by noting the points at which the
normal curve cuts the vertical age lines, or may be taken from
Table 3 or Table 4.
[ 51
20
21 11-
11-10
12- 0
12-
IJ- 4
12- 6
12- 8
T2-10
13- 0
13- 3
16- 0
16-
16- 3
l6- 5
16- 6
32
33
13- 5
13- 7
13-10
14- 0
14- ::!
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
52
53
5·1
55
16- 8
III . 9
J()-lO
I 7 ~_ 0
17-
14- 4
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14- 8
14-10
15- 0
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57
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59
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17- 3
17- 5
17-' 6
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17- 9
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15- 8
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18- 0
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18- 5
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66
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68
69
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18- 8
18- 9
18-11
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19- J
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o
36 43 48 52
37 43 48 52
37 43 49 53
55 58 59
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56 58 50
23 31
24 32
2.-:1 32
38 44 49 53 56 58 59
39 44 49 53 56 58
39 45 50 53 56 58
40 45
34 40 46
50 54 57 58
50 54 57 58
5 I 54 57 58
3
4
17
10 18
10 18
35 41 46
35 42 47
36 42 47
51' 55 57 59
51 55 57 59
52 55 58 50
6
7
8
II 19
12 20
I') 20
9
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TABLE 4
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YEARS 16 17 18or over12 13 14 IS
o
38
39
39
32 39
39
30
41
41
4133
33
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37
37
37
41
41
41
3
4
§ 5
~~ 6
7
8
30
30
31
34
34
35
42
42
42
1~ 27 31 3.~
II 27 :)I 3)
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Norms for coU students. The scores of 25I6 college stu-
d, t . ege
ens III the Higher Examination have been reported to date
froIU 21 colle"es' . d llniversities. Ten of the 21 used 20-
• b' an
IUU:ute time limits. F.educing all the scores to a 30-minute
?aSIS, the median score of these 2516 students is 53 points.
The median scores of the 2I colleges and universities were as
follows (30-l11inllte time limit): 37,39,45,46, 5I, 51, 52, 53,
53,54: 55,55,56,56,57,59, 6r, 62, 62, 64, and 65·
VarIOUs percentil> scores of the 2516 college students are
shown in Table s. e
TABLF; 5
SHOWING VARIOUS PCRCFNTl1.E SCORES OF 2516 COLLEGE
~IF: }fIGflleR EXAMINATION
I (Lowest) (Median) (Highest)'erCcntl']C o 3 10 25 50 75 00 97 roo
20-MINUTE
BI\SlS
16 25 30 36 41 49 55 61
30-MINUTE
~ ) 'rs UASIS
'~Vq
Oil
lj~!a:
~a>I
20 32 39 46 53 62 67 71
KEY
75
Derivation of IQ Scale. According to Dr. Terman,' [Q's
found by the Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simon Tests are
distributed very closely in accordance with the law of normal
distribution and with the middle 50 per cent falling within
the range of IQ's from 92 to 108.
Due partly, no doubt, to the form of the Intermediate and the
Higher Examinations, the steps in difficulty between items be-
ing smaller in the first part of each examination than in the last
part, the distributions of scores of the several age groups have
approximately the same variability, as far as can be determined.
These distributions tend to be approximately normal, and are
such that the middle SO per cent of scores of each age group
tend to fall within 8 points above and below the norm for that
age. Fortunately, therefore, each point in the score of an
individual above or below the norm for h is age represents a
point in IQ above or below 100. If an individual's score exceeds
the norm for his age by 12 points, his IQ is II 2.
How to find the IQ of an individual. The IQ of an individ-
ual may be found in either of two ways. One is as follows: Add
to 100 the number of points by which a pupil's score exceeds
the norm for his age, or subtract from roo the number of points
by which a pupil's score falls below the norm [or his age. A
simple and easy way to obtain the same result is to add roo to
the score of the individual and subtract from this sum the score
which is the norm for his age. (The norm for individuals over
IS years may be taken as 42 points in the Higher Examination
and as 59 points in the Intermediate Examination.) Thus, if a
Is-year student's score in the Higher Examination is 34, the
norm for his age being 36, his IQ is 34 + 100 - 36 = 98.
A second method of finding an IQ is to plot the score of the
individual in the appropriate Interpretation Chart by placing a
dot on the horizontal line representing his score anc! on the ver-
tical line representing his age. If the dot falls on a curve, the
IQ of the individual will be stated at the end of the curve in the
IQ column at the right. Thus, if a student of IS years, 4
months, makes a score of 3 I in the Higher Examination, his IQ
is 94. If the point falls between two curves, the IQ may be
estimated closely enough by noting its position relative to the
curve above or below.
The IQ of each student may be entered after his name on the
Class Record, in the column headed" IQ. "
Index of Brightness. A measure of brightness used in
connection with the Otis Group Intelligence Scale is the Index
of Brightness. The relation between IQ's obtained by the
Higher Exarnination and the Index of Brightness as found by
the Advanced Examinn.tion is shown in the IQ anel 113 columns
in the Interpretation Chart. This same correspondence holds
good for IQ's obtained by the Intermediate Examination. If
IQ's are used, it is not necessary to find IB's. Both IQ's and
I13's serve the same purpose.
Percentile Rank. Another measure of brightness is called
the" Percentile Rank" If a student exceeds 75 per cent of un-
selected individuals of his own age in score, he is said to have a
Percentile Rank (PR) of 75, and the same for any other per
cent. The scale of Percentile Ranks extends, therefore, from
o to roo. A PR of 50 represents exact normality and corre-
sponds to an IQ or 113of roo.
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Assuming distributions of scores for the various age groups
to be in accord with the law of normal distribution, the Percen-
tile Rank of an individual may be found from his IQ or IE by
reference to the PR column at the right of the Interpretation
Chart for the Higher Examination. This correspondence holds
also between IQ's, lB'"" and l'R's for the Intermediate Ex-
amination. If desired, the student's PR may be entered also
on the Class Record. This is optional,
Grade status. Table 6 shows the grade status correspond-
ing to various 30-minute scores in the Intermediate and Higher
Examinations. For example, a score of I I in the Intermediate
Examination is a grade status of 2.8 - that is, it is the norm for
the end of the eighth month of the second grade; a score of 30 in
the Higher Examination is the norm for the beginnin
eighth grade. These values are based on the tables og of the
and Table 31 of Statistical j\;1eihod in Educational Atea .f norms
:lUren~e t(World Book Company). n
Tables 7, 8, and 9 show the distributions of scores .
Intermediate and the Higher Examinations. Similar dat~n the
been compiled for the other grades but cannot be given f a have
of space. Or lack
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4·
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18281753732
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14·6 2'\2
60 102
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SCORE STATUS 9·75
70-74
65-69
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55-59
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40-44
35-39
30-34
25-29
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IO-I4
5-9
0-4
L-J. 96
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39 426
44 441
22 31.3
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16 139
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7
9
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2536
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70-74
65-69
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7
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7
2
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4
5
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5
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5
4
3
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7
6
6
9
7
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4
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Totals 44 1287 8064 7794 4370 2T07 921 137 24724 Totals 32 13376202394 3529============-=~------Median age: l~ yr. 5 mo. Median score: 41. Median age: 17 yr . t m.O. Median score: 44·
ApPLICATION OF RESULTS
next division, etc. It remains for further research to discover
which is the better method. It is possible that if the classifica-
tion is made for the purpose of determining groups which will
cover the curriculum of the high school in different amounts of
time, classification on the basis of IQ may be the better method,
whereas if it is to establish sections which will take work of
[ ) '"L
~) . XL
. ) »:
[) '69
[) '89
, ) 'L9
[ ) '99
v) '$9
~) 'v9
, ) '£9
£) '"9
, ) '19
, )
'°9
I) '6S
!) '8S
~ ) . LS
PU~urposesof mental-ability tests. The chief administrative
Po",. ! . . . ) 1c1ivisil], or \Vbicb mcnLtI-ablhty tests are gIven are: (r .t 1e
rrtOI
I
' t ollhe pupils of a grade or the! students of a class into
of 1:IT)UlllQgl:ncousdivisions, usually in order that instruction
II Ct, . .' . ."1"'1' Ciltd'"<>l'cesof ennchrnent may be given, (2) the re-
b L) 1))0' . "t"J
hon . b of P11I)ilsso that the pupils of each grade arc morelagel), . . . . .
t~\\!"1. COlis in mental ability and arc therefore more easily
gro'u
bu togeth"r (c, 'J the division of pupils of a school into
Ps l' ", .JTh tv lieh\vill progress at different rates.
gani,~/eCldcl'shouldconsult Intelligence Tests and School Reor-
for." !on,byL. JVl. Terman and others (World Book Company),
,t (let 'I' . f1llenl:al'1aled discussion ot the purposes and uses of tests 0'.
Div' ~lJlhly in regrading and classifying.
a CI[(SSI8I011ofclasses. If it is desired to divide the students of
th!'. 11\1.0 rll"'I'C homoO'eneous groups for instruction purposes,
~ 11"[,' , \J ,t::I. •
IQ. bY b~done either on the basis of score or on the baSIS of
CI 1:118101\on the basis of score would be made as follows:
theaSSification according to score. Find the distribution of
sCo)'t"tio
n
CSO[theclass. If the scores are plot ted. on the Interpre-
""I' Chart tJ'll'" may be done by placing in the column underotal"') c . ~ .(If d, ~ at the left the number of dots on each honzontallll1e.
5-9 eSlred,the frequencies of the various class intervals, 0-4,
USed~tc., l\l:tybe entered in the same column. These will be
By ll\ dta\Viu<>a percentile curve on the Percentile Graph.)
lllean' b .' b di id ::l .an S of Ibis distnbutlOn the class may e. IVI ec into
y n\lm! r .' j' . 'I'hlet" ler of divisions for dlfferenttatt. mstructlOn. . us,
\10 S\)l ' . . . I d'"A. n lPaS\! it is desired to dlvlde a class mto t lree IVISlOns,
lo~,: a~d C,~n the basis of score. This would be done as fol-
nu sb' .COuntdown the distribution until one third the total
m er f h' . dlin' . 0 scores has becn cou nted. At t lS pom t raw a
Gre "Cross the distribution to mark the lower limit of score of
"',OU
I
?A. !-l"xtcount down another third and draw another line
''',\rqn '
b g of!Groul) B from Group C. Referring now to the Class~~~ . .
the d' '. ~here eacb student's score ,lppears opposIte hls na~e,
each ~V1SIOIldesignation, A, B, or C, may be phlced OPPoslte
l'l:tudcl\t'sname in the column headed "Classification."llS 1 I .eh ... i1lethod is illustrated in the samp e nterpretatlOn
·'\)'t111F" d ,. 'dd'three, 'lgUte2. Here 105 I)th-year stu' ents arc (lVI e ][:10
C cla.sse8 of 35 students each on the basls of score.
di .lasSIficati~n according to brightness. If it is desired to
Vide H . d···· ·h b' fbti 'h. Ie stlldcnts of a class mto IVlSlons on t e as IS o'
IQ~ ~lless, this may be done by dividing the .d~s~ribution .of
t),'l n the same way as suggested above for dlVldlIlg the dls-
d211tton of Scores. To find the distribution of IQ'5, count the
to ts between each two adjacent curves, including those whichllchh'dot, . t e IOlVer but not the upper curve. Place the number of
tit ,8 ,Ill the Column headed" Totals" at the right, as shown in
it ~v~'\ltiPlecharts. As ,[ check on accuracy in counting the dots,
res II be We\] to add these !lumbers and see that the sum cor-gOl1cls to the number of studen ts in the class.
ll1c~nsiderations governing method of classification. Two
b, t lods of classification have been described. Which should
cUscd') I . . . f fa',. . t WIll be found th<lt the dIsperSIOn 0 scores o. any
gc group is 50 great in comparison with the rather narrow
r"llgc fG ,,' 0 age llorms for high school ages, that the resulting classi-
ICctt\()[,. l'wI. ' IS Jy tbe two methods are very nearly the same. Even
st~~l\ classified by IQ, the superior division consists of
Cuts whose scores are nearly all higher than those of the
[ 8 ]
differing degrees of intensity, classification on the basis of score
may be the better.
Regrading. If it is felt that the pupils of a school are very
badly graded, so that the 6th grade, for example, is believed
to contain some pupils who could do satisfactory work in the
7th or 8th grade and some who should be in the 5th grade to
do the best work, the pupils may be regraded on the basis of
score in a mental-ability test. The ideal grading would be that
in which the pupils of the 6th grade all make scores higher than
those in the 5th grade and lower than those in the 7th grade,
£' ) '9$
I:: ) 'SS
l ) 'VS
'U) ·£,S
etc. Practically this is impossible.
", The next best procedure is to select those pupils from the
6th grade who make very high or very low scores and to pro-
mote or demote these. No hard and fast rule can be laid down
for this. The number of pupils to be shifted depends partly
on the amount of overlapping of ability between grades and
partly on the character of the instruction possible in the school.
Where relatively individual instruction is possible, homogeneous
grouping is not so essential. It is probably best to begin re-
grouping slowly, taking first those whose scores deviate most
from the median score of the grade and whose scholarship in
the judgment of the teacher accords with their scores, and pro-
moting or demoting these pupils one grade or one-half grade.
If conditions warrant or seem to require it, they may be further
promoted or demoted later. Later, also, more pupils may be
regraded, until by degrees the grades will become more nearly
homogeneous.
Multiple-track plan. A plan of school organization called
the" multiple-track plan," in usc in Oakland, California, and
elsewhere, is one in which the pupils of the school are divided
into groups (generally three, sometimes five) which progress at
different rates. Thus there m,q be fast-moving, normal, ancl
slow-moving chisses, covering the first eight grades in say 7, 8,
and I) years, respectively.
A situation illustrating the need of reclassification is that
shown in the sample Interpretation Chart in Figure 1. In this
chart arc plotted the scores of 276 pupils in Grades 5 to 8 of a
grammar school. The scores of the different grades are plotted
by different marks. It will be seen that the different grades
overlap very markedly. Each grade contains both young
pupils making high scores, who are therefore very bright, and
old pupils making low scores, who are therefore very dull.
Division of pupils into groups to progress at different rates
should be made on the basis of brightness. It is recommended
by Terman that the brightest 15 per cent of the pupils of a
school be placed in fast-moving classes (wbere numbers permit)
and the dullest 15 per cent in slow-moving classes. The selec-
tion of these pupils should be made, therefore, on the basis
of IQ (or IB or PR). A convenient method of making the divi-
sion is illustrated in Figure I in the case of the 276 pupils. Of
this number 15 per cent is about 40. Therefore the brightest
40 (according to IQ) should be placed in the fast-moving group
and the dullest 40 in the slow-moving group.
The method of making the division by means of the chart
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'vl. is as fOllows.Find the curve which separates the upper 40 I
'ca .ses accol'llinr to 1Q. If no curve cuts oIT approximately 40
.£/, cases,dra\V~lc~rvcwhich docs, making it parallel to the printed
~Lirves. The pupils whose scores arc plotted above this curve
,hm"delbe pl., ,('(lin the fast-moving class, Similarly find
.,,!. Or I, ,LC~-
r, r~L\Va Clirv(' which separates the lower 40 cases according
to IQ The r)~r)ils whose scores are plotted below this curve
'I I. shOuldI .le placed in the :o;low-movlTlg group,
Grading Within the group. The pupils of the three groups,
'0/, fast "'0 . I' '11 tId d_ I' ,-'" Vlrig, normal, and s ow-movlllg, are su .c ue gra e .
deaily thiswould be clone on the basis of score. Thus, if the
196pupils in the normal group are to be placed in Grades S,
6; t, and 8, the lowest rourth or 49, according to score, would be
I
paced in the cth grade, the next 49, according to score, would
)c pl· 'd' ,)"lee lllllle 6th grade, etc.
1blS WOuldresult, however, in placing in one grade pupils
Who,althouollvery homogeneous as to score, had a very wideran..,. iil .. gcof ages, TIle pUIllls of the 6th grade, for example, accord-
Ing to this Illan might range in age from a little over 9 years to
nC'trly 6 ' h f .'. I Years. Practically, t ere ore, It may seem more
d.csll'ablcto take some account of the age of the child, A very
SimpleWayto do this is by drawing lines across the middle
band of the chart at a slight slant instead of horizontally, as
showl! in Pi"ure r : in this way age is automatically taken
aceou';; , .lit of. The pupils represented by the dots II! each area
~o ll1arkedOllt while somewhat less homogeneous as to score,
are ll1uchmOl'; homo<Yeneous as to age. The greater the slant,
the rn ' .'"OleWeight is given to age.
I~ the S'linple chart provision is made for skipping certain
pUPl!s.into the 9th grade, demoting others into the 4th grade,
anc: chvidingthe remaining pupils into four groups of 40 each
whlch WOuldbe placed in the 5th, oth, 7th, and 8th grades.
In~ the slanting-line method. is u~ecl, the dots. plo.tted in the
elpret<ltionChart must be ide n tified, or else It WIll be neces-
S,ny to plot the score of each pupil again to determine in what
~~Ide he should be. It has been found feasible to do this by
~lbering the I1UI)ils consecutively on the Class Record and
\Vnt'• ~lJgeach pupil's number in small figures near the dot repre-
SClltl.nghis SCore. If this is done, the pupils whose scores fall
Wlthlll' . 1.'1 'f' , I" ,, , ,t gIven area may ue Ieen tJ lec ,It once.
<. !he nUn'lllerof cases represented in the sample chart is too
"ll1all to illustrate the cI ivision of the fast- and slow-moving
groups into grades _ and, indeed, in a school of this size the
establishment of fast- and slow-moving classes would doubtless
enhil . ]'f'r' I' 1" 1 1, gravc administratJve (l ICU tiCS; Jut 1Il a SC100, where
there arc many rnore pupils, this would be done in exactly the
sal11e way as shown in the case of the normal group.
1 It IYllistbc remembered that the classification which would
)e effected by any of tlle above methods is rather in the nature
.~S ?[ a goal to beworked toward gradually. It is doubtful whether
It woull " . 1 I I( ever be wise to reorg,Wlze a 5Cl00 compctely on any
'9S ~[these plans at one time, especially on the basis of one test.
',t Would be Letter, doubtless, to promote or demote extreme
caSes ' ,. ., , ,IS eXllhuncd above, and as tllcse show thcJ11sclvcs to be
prollerl 1,y P aced others may be sllifted. The teachers' inde-
pendent J' I. li(.gments should weigh equally with the test results
In det ....'vS, CllnInll1g which pupils should be regraded or in what
grade '111 • • • •, Y iJ1dlvldual pupli should be placed. Indeed the re-
grading s1 I lb' . '
t
lOll( e done accordmg to the Judgment of the
each .ers In the light of the test results.
'89
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Educational and vocational guidance. In advising a young
high school student regarding his educational future or his
vocation, his degree of brightness should be considered. It
seems probable that an entering student with a PR of 90 or
higher may safely be permitted to attempt to fir.ish high school
in 3} or even 3 years. A st uden t with a PR of 50 or less should
certainly be prevented from attempting more than the regular
course. Anyone interested in research will do well to investi-
gate the degree of brightness necessary to complete successfully
the high school in 3&or 3 years.
A boy or girl having a PR of 75 or over may be safely en-
couraged to go to college. Doubtless many whose PR's are
between 50 and 75 will succeed in college if industrious. A
boy or girl whose PR is less than 2S probably should be dis-
suaded from going to college. Here again there is need of
research.
Similarly the degree of brightness of a student should be
considered in advising him regarding a vocation. Bright stu-
dents should be encouraged to enter the professions. Dull
ones should be helped to choose a trade. The Stenquist Me-
chanical Aptitude Tests 1 may help to discover the proper
trend of a boy's education.
Classification Test. If it is desired to give a general achieve-
ment test in any grade from the fourth to the ninth in addition
to the Intermediate Examination, it is recommended that the
Classification Test 1 be used. The Classification Test is a
combination of the Intermediate Examinat ion and a general
achievement test covering reading, arithmetic, spelling, gram-
mar and diction, geography, history and civics, literature,
vocabulary, physiology and hygiene, and general information,
including music and art. Form A of the Classification Test con-
tains Form A of the Intermediate Examination, and Form n of
the Classification 'fest contains Form B of the Intermediate Ex-
amination. The time limit on each of the two parts is one-half
hour. The correlation of the Classification Test and the Stanford
Achievement Test was found by Dr. E. E. Keener to be .83·
TUE PEl{CENTILE GRAPH
In order to compare the score of any pupil with the scores
of the class as a whole or to comp,lre two or more classes, the
most effective way is to draw a percentile curve for each grade
or class on the Percentile Graph, a copy of which is included in
each pacbigc of Examinations.
Definition of percentile curve. A percentile curve is a
smooth line hewing a horizontal length representing 100 per cent
of the scores of any group of individuals and so drawn that any
point on the curve has a height representing the amount of a
given score and ,1 horizontal position on the graph representing
the per cent of the scores of the group that is exceeded by the
given score. The method of dr,lwing ,1 percentile curve is given
in full below. One not familiar with percentile curves will
appreciate their signifiG\I1ce after studying the directions for
drawing them.
/\. percentile curve shows at ,L glance not only the median
score of a class but also the range ,md variability of the scores.
It shows at a g!<lllce just what per cent of the scores of the class
is exceeded by the score of any given individual and just what
per cent of the class attains or exceeds any given score. Two or
1 Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York.
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General procedure. The step:', taken in drawing the percen-
tile curve are: (1) di,;trilJUting the scores, (2) finding the sub-
totals ~ Dumber of cases to and including those in each class
interval, (3) reducing these subtotals to per cents of the number
of cases in the group, (4) locating points in the graph repre-
senting these per cents, and (5) drawing a smooth curve through
these points.
Provision is made for distributing the scores of two groups
of individuals on one Percentile Graph sheet, and from these
distributions two percentile curves may be drawn. This does
not mean, however, that only two curves rnay be drawn on one
graph. The scores of additional groups may be distributed on
other Percentile Graph sheets or any sheet of paper and as many
curves drawn on one graph as may be conveniently distin-
guished.
Distributing the scores. In one of the columns headed" Tal-
lying," distribute the scores of a class by putting a short mark
opposite the interval of score within which the score of each
individual falls. The sample Percentile Graph (Fig. 3) shows
that in the freshman class two individuals had scores between
60 and 64, two had scores between 55 and 59, five had scores
between 50 and 54, etc. If the scores of a class have been
plotted on an Interpretation Chart, the number of scores falling
within each interval of score may be copied directly on to the
Percentile Graph sheet in figures, as shown in the sample in
the case of the sophomore class. This will save distributing the
scores again. The number of tallies or the figure in the Tallying
~olumn which tells the number of scores falling within any given
interval of scores is called a "frequency." The frequency of
freshman scores between 4s'and 49,'for example, is 8.
Finding the subtotals. Begin at the bottom of the column
of frequencies and place in the square to the right of each fre-
quency the sum of the frequencies up to and including those
in that group. In the" Subtotal" column, under" Freshman,"
there is I score in the first interval, a subtotal of 2 to and including
the second interval, a subtotal of 4 to and including the third
interval, etc., and SO to and including the last interval. This
last" subtotal" (50) should equal the number of students in
the class, as entered at the top of the column.
Reducing subtotals to per cents. In the column headed" Per
cents," write opposite each subtotal the per cent that subtotal
is of the whole number of students in the class. In the sample,
under Freshman, I is 2 per cent of 50, 2 is 4 per cent of So, -1 is
8 per cent of 50, ctc., and SO is 100 per cent of 50.
It is not necessary to reduce subtotals to per cents when use
is made of the Scale Chart printed on the back of the Pcrccnt ile
Graph. The manner of using the Scale Chart is given below.
Locating points in the graph. First place it dot at the left
edge of the graph on the horizontal line representing the lower
limit of the lowest class interval containing a score. Next,
place on the next line above, a dot having a distance to the right
of the left margin of the graph equal to the first number
in the per cents column, according to the scale at the foot of the
graph. (In the sample the second dot in the percentile curve
for the freshmen is placed 2 units from the edge of the graph.) 1 If only one l 'ctccnt ilc Graph is at hand) 1he proper di",talHc'"', may be
Next, place on the next line above, a dot having a distance to transferred from the ScaleChart on the back by meansof a ,;trip of paper.
[ II 1
more curves on the same graph show very vividly the amount
of overlapping of the scores of different classes.
Dn<EcTIoNS FOR Dl!.AWING .-\ I'EECENTILE CURVE
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the right of the margin representing the next Per Cent etc
(The third dot represents 4 per cent, etc., and the lctst dot l:epre~
sents roo per cent.)
Use of Scale Chart. The Scale Chart on the back of the Per-
centile. Gr~:ph is provided to simplify the process of plotting
the points III the graph. It is used as follows: Let liS take the
case of the freshman class, there being 50 students ill the class.
Find Scale 50 on the Scale Chart according to the l1Ullloers at
the right. This line is divided into exactly 50equal P,lrts by the
slanting lines in the chart. Each space, therefore, represents
,io or 2 per cent of the wid th of the graph. The seCond clot in
the freshman percentile curve is to be placed jUst -'!nof the
dista ncc to the right of the margin. This is just I space on
Scale 50. The third dot is to be [lheed just ~spaces to the righ t
of the margin, the fourth point just 4 spaces to the right of
the margin, etc., according to Scale 50 ill tbe Scale Chart.
By the usc of Scale 41 the points have been plotted in the same
way for the sophomore class.
By folding the Scale Chart 011 the proper scale ,end applying
it to the Percentile Graph,' the width of the gra.ph 111,Lybe
divided into any number of equal p.uts from P to 100. By
letting 2 or 4 graduutions represent I unit or letting t graduation
represent 2 units, the width of the graph muy be divided into
any number of equal parts from 10 to 200.
Drawing the curve. Draw a smooth curvC through t11Cclots
plotted as described above. This is the perccntile curve.
Finding median score of class. The point: where the per-
centile curve cuts the 50-percentile line represcnts the median
I2. ( 5
13· ( 2
14· 2
IS· ( 24
16. 4
17· 3
18. ( I
19· 3
20. ( 2
21. 6
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23· 4
24· .3
25· 4
26. ( 2
; t,
The values of the probable error of a score determined from
these groups were respectively 2.56 and 2.68 points for the
Higher Examination and 2.85 and 2.78 for the Intermediate
Examination. The probable error of a score in either examina-
tion, therefore, is slightly over 2} points. This means that the
score in either examination will be correct within about 2t points
in half the cases. As has been shown, this means also that the
probable error of an IQ is about 2b points.
Validity. There is no direct method, of course, of finding the
true validity of the tests - the degree to which they measure
the hypothetical quality we call mental ability. The method of
standardization is perhaps the best assurance as to the validity
of the tests. Various other indications are available, however.
The coefficient of correlation between the Higher Examination
and the Advanced Examination taken two years earlier was
.889 for 180 cases in Grades 7 to 12. The average of four coef-
ficients of correlation between the Higher and Intermediate
Examimttions, averaging about 100 cases each in groups cover-
ing Grades 7 to 9, was .842. The correlation between scores
in the Higher Examination and " scholarship" is reported by
Clarence W. Proctor, Principal of High School, Bangor, Maine,
as follows:
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TABLE 10
ALPHA ALPHA SCORES IN HIGHER
RATINGS SCORES EXAMINATION
A. 135-212 58-75
B. r05-I34 49-57
c+ 75-104 39-48
C. 45-74 28-38
C- 25-44 20-27
D. 15-24 15-19
E, 0-14 0-14
pi SCoreo! \1 1 This may be read on the vertical scale
"a! legroup. ,. f f ·1' .'~ angtIre.. .' t '1' line. The median scores 0 the res iman
-L and ~a'pelcell-I eSorb"", .l'leee'C in the sample are 40.5 and 45·5, respec,-
tively. 1","h,orec : ~l~,J._ may' be entered at the foot of the data
col' tse nice ians
lilUnsr» asshown. ,,'.
"lhdin. ,t ilitv of scores. The points at which the CUlve
cut "~ar1ilPl - lId.8 the" . d 'C I)Crcentilc lines represent t re ower anc
Uj)P 'Jell! 7 J "'[" int I b tween
, Cl' C[liarlij'''cores o l ~L distributIOn. i ne JIl erva e
tllese is th C " " ' .t']/> '''Ulae - a very convenient,' measureof ' ~iute] quetl 1 .. -, "'." .' .'
the SCQt f ihc distribuLJons. III the sample Percen,t1le
G. .t~r () I .. . 1 tr<lphth"' "I.tile I"]1<TC'S for the two classes are a JOu 14
P., 'lilt erqlkL c, ",- )Olntscao1 (' ,I' .. .n .'?: to -1-7, CLndsophomores, ,39 to 5,3 .o ,1 Sre" lnle , ,',) .J , "
verlapp' of classes. It will lJe,seen by a glance at tie
percentile mg .. I]'"' 1 the sophomore class is only slightly bet-
t" Clirve~.. lcL " , '. ~' . f s ,.
er thall tl' J' n c'I"'''' and that the ll1stnbutlOns 0, scores
Ie frcs "1111.1 ,,-~.J.J . •
zl; of (he t\;,o . pr'l'lj) very ll1Clrkedly. A convenient way
t '1'I,cse"ovJ' •rl 0 exprcss1]'.',"" , "bpI)in[, is to say that 30 per cent of the sopho-
m lie over, 0 • tl t
Orecbss hll below the Inelli~ln of the j reshman class, or La
ol 30 !lcr ce~; f tbe freshman class exceed the median of the
SOphomore,0 'c
p (!as~, . I' 'd I ,1 ' , "69 ercentu k in class, If an me IVI ua mel ~es a score ex-
09 Cceding2S e fan t 0' f the scores of his class, he is said to have a
o p' Der cenercentile f J in his class' [LlId the same for other per-
, rank 0 2;:, '. .'
L9 celltagcQ, 'erltl'\e r'lnk of any mdIvldual among theo. rhe perc ' < , "
menlhers ojb' class may be found from the pC,rcentIle cur,ve
lepreSentin 15 'cores of his class as follows: Suppose an Jl1-
d' . €the S f r." 1IVlc!ua!in phOlTlOre class has mClde a score 0 53· ~'me
th ' the 50 ' " ,,' G I Ie POInt5 the vertical scale m the Percentile 'rap 1 ane
move the pJ 0:1
1
h '1'Z' on tally to the point at the same height onH ~l 01 ' .
le percellt'] e' This point, represents on the honzontal
1 le curv . .
s~a.e <lpercentile rank of 79. 'l:he per~entile rank of the ,ll1-
dlVlduala'" the mClnbers of llls class IS, therelore, 79, whIch
m . ",ong f f I'e~ns tbat his score exceed,; the scores ~.' 79 per ce~t 0' lIS
class. As, f' J3 re[)l'esents a PercentIle Rank of 89 among
th ,core 0 J
e 1helhber. f the freshman cJass.
I so dl J' ", 11 Sofar Us mental ability, as measure Jy t lIS exammatlOn,
ISan indicatio]1of tbe scholarship to be expected from a student,
the percentilerank of a student in class may be taken as showing
how he sho Id .tand in this regard to the class as a whole.
Th \J 5 . l' I" 1 1"e mean' of" percentIle ran ( m c ass must)e (Istm-
gUished fro~nt~at of " Percentile Rank," a measure of bright-
ness, refcttin to the rank of an individual among a large un-
selected grou; of his own age.
RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY
Grade II, number of cases 240, r = ·55
Grade 12, number of cases 204, r = ,57
The correlation between scores in the Higher Examination
and scholarship as reported by the teachers of 157 high school
freshmen in Oakland, California, was ·59,
The correspondence between scores in the Higher Examina-
tion and letter ratings used in connection with Alpha is shown
in Table 10.
A high score. One student has been reported to have made
a perfect score of 75 points in the Higher Examination in 20
minutes. This student is characterized by the professor of
educational psychology of the college as follows:
" The person is a young man just past 2 I years of age. He ha.d
very poor high school training clue to the fact that the schools
in his section of North Carolina are not what they should be.
He is finishing college in 3~ years with about 8 quarter-hours
to spare. I have looked up his college record and fmd that he
has grades of A's or B's, There are no C's, D's, or F's. He
won the scholarship medal at college before he came to this insti-
tution. (He entered here as a senior.) He is a good mixer, and
I do not believe that he puts in very many hours on his studies.
"The father is a rather successful farmer. In fact, frOlD
what I can gather, he is the best farmer in his neighborhood,
An older brother is a professor in a college. I have had this
young man in several classes. It is my firm conviction that he
could finish the average college course in two years."
Test Service Bulletins. The reader is invited to send to the
World Book Company for free copies of the Test Service Bulle-
tins for further information about testing,
[ I2J
R.eliability. By" reliability" is meant the. degree to which
the SCoresof the test are consIstent: m measunng whatever the
test measures, I~cliabjlity is determined by means of correla-
tIon between different forms of tJle same test. The coefficients
of correlation were found between Forms A and 13 of both ex-
aminations as follows:
Higher Exal1lination, Grades 7 to 12:
Group I, Porm A lirst, 128 cases, r = .917 ± .00C) 1
Group II, Ponn ]3 first, 125 cases, r = .925 ± .009 I avg. ,921
Intermediate E){amination, Grad cs 4 to 9 :
Group I, Form A first, 215 cases, r = ·953 + .006 } 8
Group II, Form B first, 212 cases, r = .943 ± .007 avg. ·94
th~The,value So found may not be exactly the same a~; the meditln fouIld in
th~ usua,l._wa,Y hy counting to the middle paper. in on~cJ' of score, but if not,
d' ~cdlU.n ~COte found by means of the curve lS conSidered to represent the
lstnbution better and to be in that sense more a.ccurate.
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rAPPENDIX III
APPENDIX
LATIN VOCABULARY
The words in this list contain words derived from words
whose meanines you have learned in French or Spanish.
Wri te the English meaning after each word.
Name:~~----------~--~--~--------~-When did you finish the SA grade? __ --=-------------
How many semesters of Latin have you had ?~_--- __ .--_----
How many seme st ers of French have you had?..,.- _
How many semesters of Spanish have you had ? --
LATIN
accusare bene committere
ad Deum bibliotheca comprehendre
ad facere bonum continuare
amo amar-e brevis contra
amicus cantare coneu1tare
altus casa corona
annum caelum corpus
appelare causa costa
aqua clarus eredare
arbor centum currere
arma circus curtus
ars, artis civis do dare
autumnus collis donum
auxl1ium contentus dens
40
debeo debere
defendere
dominus
dico dicere
dies
deus
dolor
deponere
difficilis
domesticu8
durus
schola
scribe re
studlum
elevare
aedeficium
in
infantem
ee , es t
examin
exemplum
exercere
expllcare
ecclesia
fama
41
facllis
fami 1i a
fatigare
femina
fides
filia
filius
finis
hora
hlberna
homo
inimious
inter
insula
imperator
liber
liber libr1
Li ngu a
lectio
legumen
levare
lex legis
luna
lumen
magister
manus
malus
firmus
festum
fortis
fortuna
in finis
fugere
flumen
florem
frater
frigidius
fructus
gens gentle
gloria
mare
maiOr
male
mater
menses
medius
gratias
habere
habitare
historla
42
mille
pes, pedis
pauei
pelor
poena
pauper
pensare
panis
primus
pluma
plus
porta
portare
pomum
populus
promittere
proximus
quartus
qui
regula
rex, regis
regere
respondre
revenir
recipere
sanguis
salutare
satis facere
sanitas
septem
8i
sic
sent ire
sine
salus
801
mane, montis
mol's, mortis
murus
munc1us
movere
multo
navis
niger
nomen
nominare
noster
novus
soraI'
souffere
obedlre
obtinere
occupare
pars partie
pater
patria
super
tabula
ta.rdus
templum
tempus
tenere
terra
unum
utilites
ultimus
numerum
vacca
valero
venir
vester
veritas
vestimenta.
vetus
via
43
victor
videre
villa
vincere
vinum
vlrtus
vita
vos
volere
vox
FRENCH VOCABULPRY
The words in this list contain words derived from words
whose meanlngs you have learned in Latin or Spanish.
Wri te the English meaning after each word.
Name:
vVhen did you finish the 8A grade? __ -:---:-..",.- _
How many semesters of Lai;in have you had ?~-----------------------How many semesters of French have you had ?~---_- __-_---
How many semesters of Spanish have you had ? _
FRENCH
accuser bon continuer
adieu breve co nt'r-e
affairs chanter consulter
aimer o a s e couronne
ami cas corps
altier, altissime ciel cote
an, annee cause croire
appeler chien courir
eau clair court
arbre cent donner
armes cirque don
art civil civique dent
automme colline devoir
auxiliarre content defendre
bien commettre dominer
rbibliotheque comprendre dire
44
dleu fils 11e
douleur fin, finire empeureur
deposer ferme jeune
difficile fe-te 11bertef
domestique fort livre
dur fortuna langue
(
ecole fulr lecon
,
fecrlre fleuve legume
,
etude fleur laver
I '- frereeleve 101s
Iedifice froid longtemps
en fruit lune
enfant gens Lum i.e r-e
Aes glo1re maitre
examen grace main
ex.emple guerre malade
exerclce avoir
,mer
expllquer habl ter mieux
Ieglise honneur mal
fameux histoire mere
facile heur mois
farnille hiver milieu
fatigue I milhomme
femme inlmicuB montagne
fille entre mort
45
';:JJ'1~--
~
~..--
I
I
46
mur
peuple
table
monde
promettre tard
mouvoir
proxlmlte temple
noir
quartier
temps
nom
qui
tenir
nominer
r~gle
terre
notre, nos
roi
un , une
nombre
r utileregner
obeir
responder
ultimo
obt,enlr
reven1r
devaster
oc cuper
recevoir
vache
partie
sang
valoir
"pere
saluer
venir
pays
satlsfait
vieux
pied
I
I /
sante
verite
peu
sept
ve-tement
p1re
81
vole
peine
ainsi
vanqueur
pauvre
sentir
voir
pen8er
sans
vaincre
pain
seul
vln
premier
soeur
vertu
plume
sollel
vie
port
second
voix
porter
souffrir
vos
pomme
sur
voler
S:PANISH VOC1-IBULARY
The words in this list contain words whose meanings
you have learned in Latin or French.
Write the l~ng11sh meaning after each word.
Name: ~----------------~--~-----When did you finish the SA grade, __ ~--=- _
How many semesters of Latin have you had'i~ _
How many semesters of French have you hadt-=- ----
How many semesters of Spanish have you had? ---
SPANISH
acusar bue no continuor
adids breve contra
arnar cantar consultar
amigo casa corona
alto caso cuerpo
....ano cielo costa
apellldo cause creer
agua claro correr
Iarbol ciento corta
anna circo dar
arte civil rJonacion
otono collina diento
auxilio contento deber
bien cometer defender
biblloteca comprender dominar
47
~U'~1
I
48
decir f emem.no emperador
dia fin imperio
Dios firme libertad
dolor fiesta Lt.br-er-I'a
deponer fuerte lengua
diflcil infinito lecclon
dome;:;stico f o nt.u na legumbre
durar fugarse lavar
escuela fluminense ley
escrlbir flor luminar
estudiar fraternal luna
elevar fruta maestro
edlflcl0 gente mana
en gloria malo
infante gracias labor
es guerra mar
examen nabe r- me jo r
e.1emp10 habltar mal
ejercicio historia madre
exp11car hora mes
iglesla Lnv t e r-no medio
fama, famoao enemigo mil
Ifacil hombre monte
familia entre morlr
fatlga insula muro
49
mundo plus sol
mover puerto segunda
mucho portear sufrir
nave porna sobre
negro pueblo tabla
nombre prometer tardar
norninar proximo templo
nuestro cuatro tiempo
J qui tenernurnero
obedecer regIa tierra terreno
obten1r rey uno
ocupar regir util
I
ofielna responder ultimo
parte venir devastar
padre recibir vaca
patria sangre valer
pie saludar venir
poco satlsfacer,satisfecho viejo
peor sanidad verdad
penal siete ves"Lido
pobre 8i vos
,
pensar asi via
pan sentir vencedar
primero sin ver
pluma solo veneer
50
v t no
virtud
vida
vuestros
volar
voz tvoces)
(
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